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PADUCAH
Standard, &K. April. 18/14.
Register, Est. May, ISO. .

RUSSIA IS SAVED
•• Just When Almost Down
Wisdom Rules Czar.
IF*

GRANTS CONSTITUTIONAL
— -MONARCHY TO PEOPLE.

The Effect Is Magical, and Peace
Takes Hold As Anarchy Drops
U e Reim.

SILVER LINING TO
A VERY DARK CLOUD.

St Petersburg, Oct. v.—The autocracy of Russia is no more. The long
reign of the Romanoffs has ceased
and,the people's tight for liberty has
been won.
In an imperial manifesto last night
Emperor Nicholas surrender', and
Count Witte comes into p9wer a,
minister-president, with an imperial
mandate which will enable him to con
vest the farcical national assembly into a real legislative body elected by
griatly extended suffrage and to conslier upon the people fundamental civil
thing—civil liberty, the inviolability
.0tpersc . and liberty of conscience,
speech and assembly.
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Universal Suffrage Is Promised.
He not only converts the farciai im
penal doume, with only consultative
power, in an lobscditte legislative assembly, without the consent of which
nu measures shall become a law, and
before winch all governmental authorities must answer, but promiscs event
malty universal suffrage.
t'The title "Autocrat of all the Rueetas," with which the manifesto begins, now takes its place with the title
-of "King of Jerusalem," borne by the
king of Spain and the emperor of
liberties, including free speech.
The conditions of the imperial mandate grant to the people of Russia
freedom of the pre**, the right of assembly and the immiunty of the peraon. inrteding the rig'bt of habeas cbr-

Dawning of a New Day.
lt is the dawning of a new and bettee day for Russia, and as soots as the
ihgerikiered people, disappointed almost countless numbers of times,
realize etc Woe import of the document, the Mitiscovite empire will begin to emerge from the semidarkness
which has enshrouded it.
A simple perusal of the manifesto
I shows how complete is the emperor',
abdication of his eutocrat power. The
very style of the document is clear
and direct, and devoid of the verbose,
vague and bombastic phraseology
whirls, heretofore, has characterized
his majesty's manifegtos.
It not only betrays real authorship,
but show* that the emperor at last
irrevocably bowed to the inevitable.
He does not even conceal the fact
that the discontent and agitation Or
his subjects has driven him to take
the step and practically yield everything—civil liberty, the inviolability
of person, and liberty of conscience,
speech and assembly.
Americans Present When News Is
Received.
J. Pierpssnt Morgan, Jr., and (;esorge
W. Perkins were With Finance Ministee Kokoreoff when the hitter received the news. IA wa; * dramatic
moment The minister wal called to
the telephone and when he returned
he was greatly agitated, anti said:
" ntlemen, the old order of things

!ti cart
South
Se
heaL
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_-_niresi like wildfire
The rrews
.
throughout the city. The'revolution.igts and active agitators generally dedared, Jointly that jive goverpment's
promises would no longer oufficit,, and
that the strike must be continued.
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except the Official Meesenger will
print the momeritous document for
distribution at once.
eseroingesoeitts,ohowever, have been
made to placard the manifesto on every dead wall in the city, and the text
will be telegraphed tomorrow to every city, town and hamlet with which
there is telegraphic communication, It
also has been ordered read in all the
churches of the empire.
_
Effect Expected to BeInstantaneous.
Official notifications will aiso be
sent to the Russian
ambassadors
abroad. The effect throughout Russia is expected -to be instantaneous.
While the extremists threaten an' attempt to keep up the present stroggle, tfie best opinion is that the baikbone of the strike is broken, but in
the final analysis the effect will depend on how far Count Witte will be
able to execute the heavy task which
he has assumed_
Some persons high in the goeminent believe it still will be necessary to use ball cartridges to suppress the present movement, but
Count Witte appears confident. He
has become the bridge whereby the
people are to cross to constitutionalism.

WEAVER TAKEN DIED SUDDENLY
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who will hear complaints filed, by
Eastern coal shippers against the
roads, runni
;
through
g
Eastern' Kentue-ki—
, —rega •
high rates.

FRISCO'S _COMING

CHARGED
JUMPING MR. JACOB FOLZ SUCCOMBED
WITH
General Superintendent.
To CHRONIC CASE OF
BOND OVER AT BROOKGeneral Soperintendent Harry McPORT, ILL.
HEART TROLIBLBs
Court, of the I. C., arrived from
Memphis yesterday, went to Hopkins
vine, thence to Evansville, end from
Ellis Diane, Colored, Identified as Funeral of Mr. Vincent Occurs This there goes to Nashville over the Ten
Party. Who &flatbed Purse
eesser -Central, w4h14fttas LEADING OFFICIA-L8 WAVE Sti •
Morning at rer-Ottocko=Chas.-from Miss Sanders.
SIGNIFIED.
acquired by lease.
Campbell Dead.

Most Encouraging News Is
This to Paducahans.

Gets Fat Pension.
George M. Dugan, superintendent Representatives Here Monday and
Yesterday at noon Roscoe Weaver
Marry'friends of Mr. Jacob Folz
was arrested at Third and Broadway deeply regret to learn of 'his sudden of telegraph for the I. C., hag been
Were Shown Over the City with
1,
by Patrolmen Cross and Terrell, and death yesterday at noon at his home with the road forty years, and JanuMuch Satisfaction.
turned over to County Attorney Saw- on Fourth and Jeffertion 2100e19, of ary 1st will be retired on a pension of
yer of Brookport, who carried him heart trouble. He had been in failing $2,too per year. He will move from
_
back over there.
health for sonic time and 'although Chicago to near West Point, Ky., to MILL GIVE THE CITY A RATHWeaver is under arrest over at death was not useecpected, atilt .it live on hie farm. He is well known
ER GOOD OUTLET
here where he comes every few
Brooisport on several charges and cones as a great shock.
came here only yesterday morning. For two years the well known weeks on business for the road.
County Attorney Sawyer followed young man has been ailing from orIt will be encouraging news for all .
him over and claiming he was pre- ganic trouble of the pericardium, or
Pacluca•hans
to learn that Monday r
paring to jump his bond, had him ar- heart, and it gradually crept over him
rested and returned to that place, he until several months ago he went to
President A. J. Davidson and other •
agreeing to go back without any re- Battle Creek, Mich., for treatment at
offieials of the big Frisco railroad
quisition papers. He was taken back the sanitariums there. After a stay
TRAINS OF ILLINOIS CENTRAL visited this city and spent five hours
on the George Cowling yesterday.
of ::everal weeks they sent him home
looking over the town, with the pre- ,
AND SOUTH:ERN ARE SOON
Case Comes Up Today.
as an incurable, and since then he
mimed prospect of running through
TO GO.
'Today in the police court there has been unable to be about on his
here tV extension to the <Chicago and
comes up the case charging John IL feet, but could be pushed around
Witte Has _Selected Cabinet
Easter Illinois railroad, which ends
Hobson
with cutting Joe Woods, cap- town in his reclining wheeled chair.
The count already has tentatively
The Date Has Been Set for Decem- now at Joppa, Ill., and which line if r
The deceased was born 32 years
selected the members of his cabinet. tain of the police force, and if the
run through this city would connect.
ber ist—The Announcement
Ilk will himself hold no portfolio. All latter is able to be preient for the ago at Upion City, Tenn., and came
with the N. C. & St. L. railoaad and
Is
Official
the present ministers, except those of bearing, the matter goes to trial, to this city with his parents about fiethereby gain an entrance into Nash-.
otherwise
it win be continued until teen years ago and has since made it
war, navy and foreign affairs, will be
ville, Tenn., and inteunediate points.
the condition of the captain is safe his home.
Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 31.—The an- Nothing was said yesterday morning,
retired.
venture
out.
He has always been engaged in the ticipated something that was ex- of the visit of these
Prince Alexis Obotensky, one of the enough for ,hies to
high authorities
'Identified as Kan.
dry goods and notion business on. pected to happen today has been giv- by The Register, which was
count's former assistants in the minthe first .
Gourieux
yesterday
Officer
arrested Broadway near Second street, and en out by President Spencer of the
istry of finance, will become minisget
the
paper
to
coming
news
of
the
Southern railway and Fish of the Il- visit.'
ter of the interior; M. Romanoff, an- Ellis Drine, colored, out about Ninth commanded a good Patronage.
Commercial club was deWashington
and
locked
and
streets
He was the second son of the late linois Central after a conference last- sirous of having President Davidson
other former assistant to the minister, will take the finance portfolio. M. 'him up on the charge of being the Leopold Folz who died two years ing until noon.
suet his party come here without pub"Everything has been arranged," licity, and this was guaranteed by evKoni, at present is senator and 'Rua- negro who snatched the purse froill ago while .c.journing in California
sia's ablest julest, will be minister of the hand of Miss Ella Senders, the for h. hee.th. He was a most eel- said President Fish, as he came from er)' paper. but as the afternoon puldi
ss the conference room, "for an organi- capon violated their pledge, the wee,1
justice. X. Kroeovsky, president of night she and her mother were re- lent and well liked young
the St. Petersburg municipal coun- turning home after the theatrical per- man of conservative habits and- pro- zation to become effective Decetnber Is given the news of the short etay
cil, will take the ministry of educe- formance of the "Rajah of Bhoog." gressive ideas. He was a single man. 1, though many of the details will be here by the patty.
Be ides his mother he is setvived worked out at the meeting of the
tios, and he. Seiglet von.Schaffhau- The negro was yesterday taken beThisbe in the party with the presi'en, chief of the railroad department fore the two ladies and immediately by three brothers, Messrs. Max, Lee stockholders of the Tennessee Cen- dent were Second Vice President H.
of the ministry of finance, will be- identified as the culprit, who attach- and Simon Folz, and five sisters, tral, which will be held tomorrow in I. Miller, Third Vice President A. S.
come minister of ways and communi- ed them at Ninth and Monroe streets. Misses JeOnie, Carrie, Bertha, Han- the office of General Manager Clark. •Dodge, General Passenger Agent K.
He has been back here only a few nah and Jessie Folz, all of this city A board of directors will be elected
cations.
pmia
ericnhteinner
dryntNet
months from the penitentiary where except Mr,' Max Folz.
to represent the two road* at this rstssir
tsive
Suiltiee
tr
.
an
S
du
o
tlfetolisnf,otS
he did time for grand larceny.
As yet the funeral 'arrangements meeting, and at anotker , meeting, perintendent C. H. Tenary. of the
Gnat Joy Is Shown.
'Mowery Charged.
have not been perfected, but will be which will be held some time during road, and General Freight Agent S.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 31, 12:20 p.
Yesterday
Ernest. °moat
and today.
capital
Russianblossomed
November, further details will be ar- J. Coott They got to Joppa Monne—The
out with flags and bunting today. All, Wood Jones were arrested on. the
ranged.
day morning and came up here at a
Vincent Funeral.
"For the present there will be 'but o'clkicfc in the afternoon on their
the troops were withdrawn from the, charge of stealing some lour, canThis marding at to o'clock the little change in the working force of rivate boat accompanied by Presistreets and the city presented almost. oed goods and other articles from the
its normal appeasance. The nervous-, grocery of George Wilkins of Eighth funeral etliglices over the remains of tbe Tennessee Central, t
ker, of the Cousneercia/
J. P. Vincent will be new organization wilt be effect•ve De- club, Secretary D W. Coons and
nes% of the people has suddenly dies! and Ohio streets. The case was the late
the residence at Tenth cember r, at which time the trains of Mimes. Oscar L Gregory and several
appeared. Workmen b ythe thou- I worked up by Officers Clark and Hes- conducted
sands Socked back to the shops•and sian who found that goods were swim- and Burnell streets Interment fol- the two systems will come into Nash- others who went down from here to
ronr the Wilkins establiahment. lows at 04 Grove cemetery.
factories without awaiting the permismeet them After reaching this place .
found where A. T. Sands, of
As has been rumored for 10•11e they were shown over the town in
sion , of the strike committee. The
Palmer Dead.
time, the name of Mr. Jesse M Ov- automobiles and took a good and
authorities did ill in their power to Biohth, above Norton, had bought for
Yesterday afternoon at 430 o'clock erton, who is prominently connected thorough view of the place. At 7
encourage the spirit of rejoicing over , C:o cents, some flour and caused
the newly-granted liberties. It was' goods, from Jones and Ormont, and Mtn Charles Campbell- died after a with the coal interests of the state, o'clock that evening they went back
by order of Gen. Trepoff that the then got warrants. OZ TR is al- week's illnees at the residence. reos was prominently mentioned in 'the to Joppa where their private car toole
regulation decorations were hunt out feady in jail serving a fine for as- Kentucky avenue. He expired of conference at president of the new or- them for an eastern trip.
ganization, and it is aknoat a certainand troops were instructed to perei sauking his stepmother, and the new pneumonia.
The officials while here of course
The deceased was 45 years of age ty that he will occupy that position would say nothing clefinite regarding
mit the people to vent their feelings. warrant was served on him in the cell
Demonstrations begun last night by Officer Clark, while Patrolmen and a well known painter employed after the first of December, when
their road cominu through here, but
continued almost until !limning. A Singery and Hartley arrested Wood by Contractor Charles Waren. He new organization becomes effective.
the delegation from the Commercial
procession of s,000 persons with red Jones at his home At the same time was a maa popular vritii his essay
Demands Will Be Met.
club is well eleaeed with their sothey
picked
up
brother
the
latter's
friends.
President Spencer and President journ in our midst. President DavidRags paraded the Nevsly Prospect
Besides jtis wile he leaves one sis- Fish both stated that there were no son woutdo not wive out anything that
until 4. o'clock, singing the "Near- Hewlett Jones, whods wanted on the
seillaise," and they then moved down charge of stealing the bicycle of ter, Mrs. illattie Jacobs, to mourn his details mentioned or worked upon in would tend to insure the belief that
Litania street to the Russian bastile, Ames Lally, the Fourth and Eliza- loss.
regard to the passenger or freight the system will extend its line so as
The inneral services will be held facilities when the new systems conch to include Paducah. hut it is known
at the corner of Shpalernia street, beth street grocer, who loaned the
where for an hour they made the wel- bike ter another. Both Jones boys. this afternoon at 3 o'clock at the res- in. President Spencer said:
that they have had this under considideoca, and he followed with interkin ring with revolutionary songs. were locked up.
"The improvements will come as eration eser since the first of the
Immediately opposite stood the wellment at Oak Grove cemetery.
the business is increased,, though at year.
ie-or-oiros
present the same facilities will be
filled coos-ache barracks, and the
The Frisco controls the C and E.
used that are now in operation. It I. railroad and from /opt)* the party ,
crowd took particular delight in
is true that we are beginning to block went on to New York, wihere a meethowling mlaledictions in that direcout now and see what is needed, and ing of the hoard of directors will be
tion.
as the demands come they will be held in a few days, at which time
PASTORS AND OTHERS HELD
Want Fight Kept Up.
met."
President Davidson will recommend
A MEETING YESTERDAY
RICHARD GEAGEN TRANSFER'President Fish and party will leave favorable to this city, but he could'
The Social Democrats, however.
AFTERNON.
RED TO MEMPHIS, TENN.,
early tomorrow morning for Louis- not while here foretell what would be
are. urging their followers not tolbe
OFFICE.
ville, and Piesident Spencer and party ordered in this connection.
tricked by the government, but to
will leave tonight at 12:30 over the
keep up the fight. They organized
The company last spring contractdemonstration of the proletariat irt Until All Reports Are in the Total
Tennessee Central for Harriman and ed with a big transfer boat company
Result Cannot Be Ascertained
the Vasili Ostrov district this mine,
Brick Heaved Through Window of will go thence to Washington
to transfer its trains .across front
by Rev. Cheek.
in in favor of the organization of a
President Fish's Private Car—
Joppa to the Kentucky side of the
GET CZARINA OUT OF RUSSIA. Ohio river below hese, if the exten- ,
national militia and general amnesty.
Other Railroad News.
The imperial manifesto has prod
sion was made, and it ietaid that the
Reported to Be Mission of Two Ger- prospects are more than encouraging
sterday afternoon a meeting was
eel a wonderfully fine impression an
if executed in a frank and ho
held with Rector David Wright, of
man Vessels Sent There.
for these arrangements to be carried
Chief Clerk Richard Geagen:of the
spirit, meet allay much of the
Grace Episcopal church by Rev. John office of General Agent John Donoout, an extension run here from the

the government is so _deep-seated.
however, that the liberals say that not
until words are translated into acts
and the people actually enjoy their
liberties "will confidence in ,the government be restored., Count Witte
has been showered with congratulations upon his personal triumph, but
Read Manifesto With pe.light.
to all felkitatione he says: "Wait. ReIn fact, an hour after the 'erws be- serve your congratulations until T
efiest known, the revolutiofikets took have succeeded."
Occasion to throw the first bomb in
St Petersburg since the strike began.
Better News.
'The hteident occurred near the PolyAfter seeing_ the Associated Press
4, technic school, but there was no fa- correspondent last night, Count Witte
tality. Practically all <lasses except worked until 1 o'clock. in the MOMthe socitlists and extreme radicals, ing and was up again at 7 o'clock.
however, read the document with de- At night be began a series of conlight and amazement, declaring that it gratulations with His friends Such
-Weld not fail to rally the re(xlerates news as comes from the interior toto the support of Count?liOte.
day is distinctly better. The provincial authorities, through machinNo newspapers' to Sprat! Reports. ery which in that respect is perfect,
By the irony of fate, whik the strik spread the news 94 the grant of the
ors are clamorinefor a Constitution, constitution from house to house and
it bas been impoesible to persuade this morning tire strike appears evthe strildng printers es resume work
anti, ffterefore, not a single newspaper
(Continued on Page s)
"
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INTO NASHVILLE

The

*4

the

RELIGIOUS

the religious census movement, into
whose hands have been turned the
enumeration card3 rettatted by the clk
trict canvassers who lest Saturday
and 'Monday helped take the names
of everybody in this city and county,
looking towards ascertaining the
church-goers, those not attending and
what denomination the latter prefer
if they did go.
Mr. Cheek last evenitre said that
some of the cansraesers of the city dis
tricts had not yet turned the cards
over to him, neither had some from
out in the county, aitid that it was prac
tically impossible to give out a full
report of the result until these misting returns showed los. He took
those, handed in to himself and other
district managers and is now going
over same translating diens, and while
he is completing this work the missing ones will come in and be added
on to,those already in hand. When
this is all done the combined results
can be learned and it shown how the
city and county stand from a religions standtioint.
-

NEW POSITION

Memphis, Tenn., to become chief
clerk for General Freight , Agent C.
C. Cameron, of the road there. Mr.
Geagen came here from Louieville
only a few months ago, after filling
the same place there for a number of
years. T. L. Morrow, station account
ant here, succeeds Mr. Geagen, while
Cashier L. P. Kore takes ilsirrow's
place, an4 Rate Ckrli G. B. Allen becomes cashier.
•

ier Luebeck and ten torpedo boats
of the Third and Fifth divisions put
to sea this morning from Kiel for an
unknown destination, giving rise to a
rumor that they are bound for St.
Petersburg to bring the Russian empess and her children to be the gueete
of Prittce and Princess Mercy of
Prussia.
No official confirmation of the report in rAstainediTe.

Brick Through Window.
As the private car of President
Fifih, of the I. C. was going through
the yards Monday night at Nashville.
soMe miscreant threw a brick
thenugh tk window, but nobody was
hurt. Mr. Fish and others had been
3t.—Count
St. Petersburg, Oct
at a conference there on business con Witte, Russia's first premier, last
netted with the transfer of the Ten- night sent the following message to
moor Central railroad to the T. C. the American people through the Associated Press:
aNumnibtltad
oiankne
"1 am sure the American people,
Ccme Ferguson, of the who voices the wishes of the people,
state railroad commies.ion for Ken- will rejoice with the friendly Russian
tucky, hae gone to Frankfort to at- nation at this moment, when the Rustend a meeting of the commissioners, sian polite have received from his

Joppa, and the through connection
thereby effected
President Davidson on leaving,
promised to make another trip to this
city shortly, and it is believed things
will finally come Paducat's way.
Nearly every woman would like
her husband to be a poet were it not
t that she would then he
for t
a poeitife.—Chicago News.

WITTE SENDS MESSAGE TO
THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA
Imperial Nfajesty the promises and
the gumantees of freedom, and will'
join in the hope that the Russian
people will wisely aid in the realization of these liberties by co-operation
with the governmnt for their peaceful
introduction.
"Only thus will it be possible to se.
cure the full benefits of the freedom
conferred upon the people."
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CONSIDERABLE BUILDING GOING ON, BUT GENERALLY SMALL HOUSES
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has to supply Strength and Nourishment for
herself and -b-a-by. She can meet this increased demand by taking

pitiEUSER-BUtCifis
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01
01
I
, •
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It is now getting along late in the ••
year for building operations, and not r.
many oostTy structures are 7beingi IP I
started, as shown by the permit book 01
•
•
410
in the office of City Engineer Wnsti- •
g
5•
TRADE
MARK.
'
R - EiLtsc,,.s
••
ington, from whence every person has 5•
s•
to procure a permit before they can
4Acildni
The ideal Tonic and Predigested Food. This
4
i
47
put up any kind of house or building 5.
40
excellent preparation supplies food for Mother
in Paducah. The contractors have I.
•
its_142Agagrt_tioyetig an tinprecedent- al
and Baby. _ Aids convalescence and restores e rush in building circles and t.& .
II
the system to sound health.
01r,
1`7-S4'
largestlargest stractures are at course of ••
10
Sold by all druggists and grocers.
i construction, leaving only small ones
to
to be put up now. The builders do "
Prepared by
not start the big houses this late in •
to
the season, because they could not 110
••
h Brewing Ass'n
Anheuser-Busc
complete same before arrival of bit,
St. Loads. U. S. A.
S.
ter weather that woitid necessitate an •0
I,
estonpal being put on the operations 5.
aps,
s
as the men cannot work out in the
p4047,
•
111>Z>:-;.‘ir
17.1:
J'
S
wintry elements.
. '61 "
;".
. "Is
s
late
getting
Despite the fact it is
in the season, twenty-four building
permits were issued by the city engineer for the month of October which
closed yesterday, they being as follows:. showing the name of the natty
putting up the house, where it is lo'UP THE
cated, the cost of same, and the ma- THE LODGE TAKES
EVENTHEIS
QUESTION
tet;a1 used:
ING.
*C. P. Easley. frame, on Adams be$250.
20th.
and
19th
tween
Lucy W. Overby, frame stable on
Fountain avenue between Jefferson After the Local Proposition Is Fixed
the Members Agitate National
anti Monroe, $650
Home Proposition.
Pleas Jennings, frame addition on
jp.3,
Harrison between nth and 3.7th. $50'.- • - • lb ••., 44
beSixth
on
frame
Clark,
My
Ivy
• 46,..•
tween Jackson and Ohio. $600.
At tonight's meeting of the Order ,
Luther Hill. frame on Thurman be- of Eagles there wili come up the ques
tween Powell and Eulah streets, $125.
leasing a lodge room for purJulia M. Husbands, frame on Mag. tion of
holding the meetings of the
of
pose
streets,
gie between Gilson and Yeiser
present the members meet
At
body.
$175
•
Julia M. Husbands, frame on Mag- at the Knights of Pythias lodge room
gie between Gilson and Yeiser. WS. on Broadway near Fifth street, and
W. R. Brelsford, frame on Monroe probabilities are they will see if they
between 23d and 2041. Sm.
cannot get the assembly quarters now
I. H Sams. frame on Mlonroe be- occupied by the &Is, by making artween 230.• and 24th streets. $700
rangements to take same when the
Mks. Clara Radder Hecht, brick, others get finished thtir new b lading
on Adams between sth and 6th they are going to put up dyer on Fifth
streets, $3,000
beside the postoffiee. The Eagles have
Fannie Wilson, frame on Brown another location -in view and sonic
near Olive street, ;sop.
decision wild be made tonight as to JEWELL KELLEY, of JEWELL KELLEY STOCK COMPANY,
Nick Sohmidtt, frame on Ashcraft, what they intend doing.
At The Kentucky Thursday, Friday and Saturday, with .Matinees on
between Powell and Yeiser, $250
Liveryman John B. Terrell yesterFriday and Saturday. L adim free Thursday Night.
Z. A. Cross, frame on Jefferson be- day colnerrenced moving from the old
tween 24th and 25th streets, ;Loco. stable on Fifth beside the postoffice,
F. G. Cosby, frame on 23d between where the Elke.new structure goes
Lindsey and Kruger, $1,000.
up, and expects to get out of the place
IMIamie O'Brien, briar on Jefferson altogether by tomorrow or next day.
between t6th and 17th streets, $3000. He is moving iato his new stable on
Wallace Weil, frame on Fourth be- Jefferson between Fourth and Fifth
A TRIO OF DAR/CIES WHO CHARGE AGAINST JAMES- Mctween Adams and Jackson, $1,200
streets, and the quarters are most exPAINFULLY REMEMBER
NEAL GOES OVER UNT:T...
M. T. Reaves, frame on Fourth be- cellent ones, especially constructed
EXPERIENCE.
SATURDAY
tween George and Elizabeth, $30o.
for his use.
Will Taylor, frame on Hayes begotten
is
Just as soon as everything
tween Pcrweid and Sowell streets, oat of the old stable by Ma. Terrell Greenwell, Mickey and Overton Have
All Paid Out and Returned
$100.
Justice Barber Gave Armour Judgthe negro Banks will begin tearing
from Jackson, Tenn.
on
frame
Howard,
Smithland
J. N.
ment Against the Knight & Givdown the shack, he having been sold
avenue between 4kMorten and Mayfiek1 some by the Elks, and will be reen Retail Grocery.
Just $2o6 .apiece is what it cost
streets, $sso
quired to get the old timbers and maJ. N. Hioteard, frame on Smithland terial torn away and carted off within Steve Mickey, Rube Greenwell and
Scott Overton, colored, to sell liquor
between Worten and Mayfield, $sso ten days.
Justice Richard Barber hat continaboard the Jackson, Tenn., excursion
Gip Husbands, frame on KirkheacT
their
about
decide
Eagles
the
After
between Cross creek and Bridge local lodge room, or 'home, they will train corning into this city August ued until Saturday the bearing of the
this heavy assessment vrerrant charging Motorman James
Street, $.450.
then begin vigorously agitating the Rth. Despite
Herman Friedman, frame stable on question of getting located here the they are not yet through with the McNeal, of the street railway system,
matter. Several days ago Overton with carrying concealed weapons.
Jefferson between Rth and 9th streets, national home.
paid out at Jackson, and returned Some of the testirrumy has already
$100.
home while the first of this week been taken, while tire balance will be
J. W. O'Bryan, frame on Madison
l adcikd. the same given Saturday and the matter then
Grecenwelb
between t6th and 17th streets, $1,000.
decided by the magistrate.
flow
an
y. R. McIntyre, frame on 2.2nd beThe justice has not ;et decided the
They are the trio that run the retween Trimble and Lindsey streets,
excursion charge against Motorman Grundy
the
freshmnt car on
$690
THREE CARLOADS CAME AND brought here front Jackson on the Rose of &wilting a revolve at the
8th. W$thout license they sold beer I. C. railroader named Boyd out on
MEN WERE STARTED TO
aboard and were fined $tso in the Twelfth and Broadway two weeks
WORK AGAIN.
United States court at Jackson, and ago.
given eight; months in jail apiece.
On Account.
Judge McGall relented a little, howJustice Barber has given the ArTHIS QUESTION COMES UP BE- The Laborer* Are Now Excavating ever, after they had been locked up
a few days, and remitted the jail mour Packing company judgment for
FORE W. C. T. U. TOOut as Far as the City Hall on
sentence, but made them pay the fine $53 against the Knight & Given retail
MORROW.
Kentucky Avenue.
of $150, to which there was added !grocery, formerly of Sixth and Tranenough costs to run the entire sum i ble streets. It was for goods the
of each up to $aotS Friends of the packing house had furniehed the reThere Will Be Discussed Matter as
Three more carloads of brick have darkies went to their rescue and paia tail grocers who were closed up by
to Whether a Father Is Fit to
reconarrived for the Third sweet
the assessment for them and all are the officiali on being unable to meet
Raise Children.
struction work and Mr. Bridges' now back home, much poorer, but their debts.
men were yesterday morning put to lots wiser.' The federal trfbnnal fined
work again of laying the brick at them fa, not having a United States
The, marine hospital service tie New
The Paducah W. C. T. U. will Third and Broad streets, they having license, and as state licenses have Orleans has greatly rednced its force
street tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock gotten up that far with operations
11
11 .1
•
.1 4.
•
0.0.00
• I"rt.T.
in the lecture room of the First flap- and are now turning
are the commonwealth fever campaign. The Louisville and
probabillties
s
tist church,
towards Fourth. City Engineer Wash official of Tennessee may take a pass Nashville has restored its full service
The question for consideration is ington yesterday said it would take at them
'from the North and East
whether all the responsibility of the about twenty more carload's of brick
entraining of obildren rests with the to get enough material 'here to
•
,i S9ttile t
13714 14Ble Pefinohat Tirlt a5t.'!fl
mother or should the father assume tirely complete the undertaking, when
a share. If the latter is true, what the improvement will then be done
are the fathers of this country doing altogether and ready for acceptance
to fit themselves for such a sacred by the board of public works which
vocation? Perhaps if these questions will throw it open for the public just
were properly met, some new and in- as soon as the last brick is laid and
teresting features might be developed they find the work done according to
regarding race suicide.
plans and specifications.
The meeting willl be led ligy Mrs. Yesterday the .trien for Mr. Bridgte
of were at work in front of the city hall
Pearl Norvell, superintendent
mothers' meetings, whose programs or the Kentucky avenue side of the
are always full of life and deserving building, excavating for the concrete
of a hearing
;toting:lotion that goes down first and
A most cordial invitation is ex- will then he followed with the paving
tended to fathers and mothers and all 'brick. The avenue is nearly done, as
others Who have aught to do with the to excavations, all the way from
training of children.
Fourth to First, and just as soon as
the weather dries up a lade the conCountel Charles E. Hughes, of the crete' foundation for brick will be. laid
New York legislative insttrance inves- all along the highway and thing's got
tigating cenrmittee, saris be has on well under way.
idea of conducting any criminal prosThe storm water sewers over on
ecution as a result of the investiga- Jefferson street are nearly all down
tion, his only function and purpose out as far as Fourth street.
Scene from MASON & MASON in FRITZ AND SNITS, at The Kenbeing to get at the facts involved in
tacky T onight
the conduct of hie insurance business.
Subscribe for The Register.
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JUST $206 EACH CASE CONTINUED
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If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
houscho:d are constantly risking their
health. Defective _plumbing_gsnerates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help 11.1t
breathed by the occupants.
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Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy

The Young Mother
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Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
.
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely ".3tollallsta4 Baths and One-piece Lavatories. _Our Illustrated
booklet "Modern Home Plumbing -seiit free- Upon application. -

•

E.D. HANNAN, Plumber

5.

Does,Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert 'workman? If you do take
it to

John 3. Skid% leweler.
224 Broadway,

Paducah, Ky.

1.4.4444444•••44.4.444+++++++++++4.444+.4.1...
J B. COULSON.

.
ING..
PLUMB
Steam and Hot Water Heating,

St

4

Of Padungth, Kentuckly,
Capital and Surplus $1/515,000
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.

N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts afl regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays,
per cent per annum on tints cercate of deposits. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to size. You carry your owe
hey sod no one but yourself lass access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General

Cemetery

Work

Use

GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building porpoises. as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSURE AND THEN RETAINS MS WHITENESS; does not become dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, ifiog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY,

New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS. KY.
This line modern hotel la now open under IC new
assuagement for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodadons at).easonable rates

Price Bros.& Co.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
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P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Campbell Blook.
Wilke Phone 360.
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the foundation rock was_founTrftrfft
of a very poor quality.. The report
also says that the investigators found
fault with mtuch of the material that
entered into the construction of filter
beds and also with the workmanship,
Competition Barred.
One of the nwans by which excessMILLIONS OF DOLLA
ED YEARLY, AND AT THIS ive profits were made possible, the reTIME THERE ARE Tlasses.n.-.QUARTERS OF A MILLION .USE- port says, was by not permitting fair
LESS VOLUMES ON /LAND IN THE SENATE DOCUMENT' ttnpetition. The advertising was
wholly inadequate; scarcely more
ROOM.
than a pretense. The report gives
an example of the advertising for bids
for a two million dollar contract. The
notice appeared in local papers only
twenty-four days before the letting
Sweeping changes in the statute ,
of the contract. This was wholly ingoverning the printing done by the!
adequate, the report says, as the
— government are expected.- -ro resatt
'
ss
THE aswEETMIEATS FOR THE
work to be done was veryy, complicated
next winter from the testimony taken
PHILADELPHIA CONTRACand very difficult to estimate. The
at the hearing held last week by the
TORS ARE RICH
specifications were voluminous and
joint, c-onenittee of the senate. and I
vague, covering 112 printed pages.
house, which was appointed to invesThe drawings covered no less than
tigate the methods in operation at the
complicated
government printing office. Enough City Looted to the Extent of $6.330,- forty-three sheets of
000—Losa to Date On Filtration
work, each sheet over ten square feet
has already been brought to light to
and Boulevard Work
in area.
-show the most glazing lextravagaam
Advertisements for bids for the
Thousands upon thousands
of
construction of the northeast boulelengthy documents, often handsomely
vard were published fourteen days be(Philadelphia Special)
bound and expensively illustrated, atThe report of the board of inves- fore the ordinance authorizing the
cording to the testimony of the actThousands of surgical operations are per.
ing public printer, Mir. Ricketts, an- tigating engineers appointed last July advertisements was approved, and the
formed every year in our great city hospitals
Dually find no demand, are absolute by Mayor \Waver to examine the bids were opened three days before
waste, and frequently are left to mold- filtration system of the city and the the ordinance was approved. Continupon women afflicted with serious female
Cr in heaps in the cellar. The loss in Northeastern and. Southern bookie uing the report says:
troubles.
Sometimes the operations are suc"A careful analysis of all filtration
dollars to the government is difficult vends, now under construction, which
to estimate, though Mi. Ricketts and, report was submitted to the mayor advertising indicates that everything
cessful—oftentimes
they are not.
other officials familiar with the cir-; yesteeday, was made public today. It possible was done to avoid any real
It
is
safe
to say that certainly nine out of ten operations
curnstances, admit that the total costi is signed by Maj. Cassius E. Gillette, ptiblicity without letting that fact apfor female troubles might have been wholly avoided.
I of the United States engineer corps. pear too prominently in the records.
run in the millions each year.
Red Tape Causes Waste.
I who inwestigated the Savannah bar- The bureau's preliminary estimates,
The most valuable tonic and re-builder of the female
The ways in which the Waste oc- 'bor frauds, and John Donald McLen- instead of being freely furnished to
bidders,
were
rigorously
guarded seorganism, the medicine with a record of thousands of cases
curs are many. For instance, the non, of Washington, D. C.
law requires that the printing office
The report shows that up to date crets, so far as the general bidder
literally
snatched from the operating table, is
turn out 1850 copies of every docu- the city has lost through excessive was concerned, except that they were
spent ordered printed by congress, costs, collusive bids, illegal advertis- furnished in the specifications for filand, according to Me. Ricketts, less ing and in other ways the sum of $6,- tering materials, where they were unthan 3o per cent of this number is 330,000. The contractors who receiv- fair to bidders and gave excessive
ever called for. It is estimated that ed most of the more than 818,000,00o and unnecessary power to the city
in this item alone, $170,000 is abso- that has been expended on improve- officials. In short, the specifications
Do not consent to an operation which may mean death until after
lutely thrown away every year.
mente are D. J. McNichol & Co., A. were so drawn that the engineer in
you have given Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
Of the 1.850 copies, the practice is J. Ryan & John A. Kelley arid Vare charge could harass an unwelcome
Note what it did for Mrs. Paul Oliver, whose letter follows:
to set aside 600 as a "reserve," out Bros. The members of the McNichol contractor to an almost unlimited exof which senators can order special firm are Israel W. Durham, lead- tent without the contractor being able
DEAR MR& Puivatan:—I was suffering from pains in my side and
prints bound. In the liberal habit of er of the local Republican organize- to prevent it or secure legal redress."
womb.
The doctors said to get well I must have an operation performed,
the government departments in fol- tion; State Senator J. P. McNichol.
Favored Contractoes.
but I would not consent to that.
lowing the laws for their guidance also a city leader, and the latter's
The report, which makes more
I heard et Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and sent for a
many documents go into this reserve, brother Daniel. The Vare firm is than 12,000 words, goes into detail
bottle: the first dose did me good, and after taking the first bottle I could
which are entirely useless in it. These made tip of State Senator George A. to show how contracts were bet to
steep all right and I did not have those }sins around my womb which I had
are such as the monthly stoney* of Vare and Edwin It Vare Their favored bidders and how other -methall the time before. Now I can ride ten miles in a carriage, my color has
commerce and finance, report of the i brother, Willies? S Vare, is recorder ods were used to help favored conreturned, and I am full of life. I owe all this to the Vegetable Compound.
bureau of American Republics, and of deeds, an elective office.
tractors. A frequently used method
many others of a similar character. I The officials held responsible by the of guiding contracts into
It has also done wonders for my thirteen-year-old daughter. I IA
the desired
Numbers of glocurnents of the kind city for some of the conditions in hands, the report
never cease to praise It and recommend it to my friends.
says, was to re-adare only attractive in bound form, and, connection with the filtration system vertise 'them whenever others were
MRS. PAUL OLIVER. St. Martinsville, La.
congress authorizes from soo to 500.- are Wilkens C. Haddock, who was the lowest bidders. In
some cases
Thousands of women, residing in every city and town in the
000 bound copies each session. But director of public works under Mayor contracts were let to the firm
which
the printing office, following the law, Ashbridge; Peter E. Costello, diree- promised to do the work in the shortUnited States, bear willing testimony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia
goes on turning out the usual nuns- ; to of public works under
Mayor est time, and not to the lowest bidE. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It cures female ills and creates
her of unbound copies for the "re- 1 Weaver anti! last May, when the der. The McNichol bids
always proserve"
I mayor dismissed him, and John W. posed strikingly short periods for the
radiant,
buoyant kmale health. For your own sake try it
In the case of the department of Hill. former chief of the bureau of completion of contracts, and
in one
500,000
bound.
agriculture year book,
filtration, who is awaiting trial on case notice to begin work was given
copies are turned net annually, but1charges of fraud and falsification of to MicNichol four
months after he
the eftso are also printed, simply to' records in connection with the con _ started the operation, so that the
firm
be thrown away. So the mill gondol strtsction of the filtration system The would have four months in
which to
at the printing office, and in a way report says:
complete the ccintract. In many inthat would "bust" a private peblishSome Sliest Difference.
stances the proposed time was exing institution in a week.
"Omitting from construction all ceeded by from to to ao per cent. In
745ass Useless Vebsnses.
snailcontracts--eay under $30,000— the aggregate, the report says, MtProbably the most startling ilius- we find for the filtration work and Nichol could have been assessed for
furnished
tration of the situation is
overtime
the two boulevards as constructed up liquidated damages for
by the testimony of Atnzi Smith, su- to
about $532,000. He was actually asdate
the
city
has
paid
or
pledged
documentperintendent of the senate
$18,76t,541. First-class work under the sessed $3,255
room. He declared that the docu- specifications
In connection with favored consisonid not have cost
of
surplus
ment-room has on hand a
tractors, the report says:
over
812,430,000,
which
includes
an
al745.921 useless volemes. These were lowance of 20 per cent., or
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de'We have received testimony from
$2,073.made up as *lows: 2o4.3oo blue
many
contractors
that
the
conditioas
208, for legitimate contractors' profits.
boobs (directory of government empartment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
The difference is $6,33o,000. In other described kept them from bidding. We
Congressional
sets
ployes), 66.000
have
also
received
statements
that
$18,7'o,000 in round numbers
year words,
Record, 304,300 agrichilture
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
has been paid for work costing the city officials directly discouraged bid.books, 210,296 publications geological
den
from
submitting
bids.
This
field
oontractors $1o,356,000.
survey, 26,079 of the department of
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran"Of the $6,33o,000 excessive cost, has not yet been fully explored.*
war, t6,736 of the department of the
contractors who
gone
to
the
ha.
there
Deaths
Due
to
Delay.
interior, and 18,zat official messages
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
worked under the name of D. J. MCThe report says the filtration sysof various descriptions.
$5,o65,122,similarly to Ryan & tem ought to have been completed on
Nichol
Such widespread waste explains
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
Kelley 8543,890, and to Vare Arm. January 1, 1904; that since June 6,
the enormousely high totals of the
there e- 1904, when the West Philadelphia dis.
.
running expenses of the government
leading houses of the country.
unpaid about $e58,000 to Mtc- trict began receiving filtered water,
printing office. By comparative, tables' main,
Ryan & Kel- there have been only ten deaths from
875,000
to
Nichol
and
printing
eovermnerit
prepared at the
typhoid fever out of a population of
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadoffice for The Republic correspond-I er.
these contracts are in- 41.0o0. At the same proportional
of
"Some
the
office
for
the
eat. the expenses of
complete: the estimated cost of corn- rate, the deaths hewn typhoid fever
inghouses, we are in position to give the beet.for the least money.
list ten year% are shown. The total,
pletion filtration contracts at contract in the whole city since January t,
years;
ten
the
of these expenses for
fair
prices is about $1,685,000. A
rim, when the filtered water system
amounts to $51,7c 1,69383, or more l
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
allowing ao per ecnt. profit, ought to have been completed, should
price,
tin
spent
been
yet
has
money than
profit, have been fifty-seven or less, where20 per cent
allowing
price,
the Panama canal
the city will lose if these contract, as 1,257 have died from that. disease.
Growth of the Pay Roil
completed.
are
Since January t, 1904, the total numThe item of wages is the heaviest,
Loss On Boulevards.
ber of cases of typhoid, including
outlay and will serve to show the in"The price paid for the three-quar- deaths, was 11,978. The difference
crease of the 'business of the office.
This item was almost doable in the ters of a mile of northeast beeikvard between fifty-seven and 1,257, the reten years. In 1896, 83,672.367.43 paid already constructed is $552,348, on port says, represents the loss of life
for all the labor required to put out which there was a loss to the tity of due to the methods that have been
the government's publications. In $273,217. There are nine and a half! employed in conducting the filtration
1904 this had risen to $4.885.096.51, more miles laid out. If completed at work.
this year it contract "prices the additional cost to
the high mark, an
the city will be about $6,500000 and SALARIES PAID
amounts to 84.3o7,571.1t.
TO MINISTERS
The total of wages for .the ten the additional loss at least $2,250,000.
The total, On the southern boulevard, ehe
years was $36.356,'61.36
the churches of all denominations NOT ARRANGE ENTENTE NOW bureaucracy and the Romanoff dynasfor this period for supplies, not in- amount paid to date is $286,389, On
ty are facing a more crucial test than
have to meet. Ite added:
chiding paper, amounted to 45.842,- which the loss on the one and a quarof the England Considers It Impossible any they have previously undergone
and.
file
the
rank
"I
think
212.6g. The fourth item is lithograph- ter miles built has been 889,128. To
and that they are living in a worse
Methodist Episcopal ministry is the
Under Present Conditions
mg and engraving and this, while the complete at contract prices would cost
than fools' paradise if they cherish
self-sacrificing
body
and
most
heroic
in Russia.
Washington, Oct. 31.—Among the
smallest, shows the biggest comae-.1 $350,51', and the additional loss would
delusion that the prevailing turthe
not
paid
men on earth. They are
ative increase. In 1896 only $81,Pa2,- I he $85,555. In other words the total !bishops of the Methodist Episcopal of
is a spotadic outburst without
moil
salary,
nor
is
their
be,
should
as
they
London, Oct. 31.--Revolutionary
71 was spent for the purpose, vihile , cost of both boulevards as planned church now in session in Washington,
meaning.
deep
their
meet
sufficient
to
in manse eases,
conditions in Russia have suddenly
in 1905 the amount rose to $356,525.- at contract prices would have been the opinion is expressed that the comLondon is watching deFinancial
many
needs."
check'e'd the negotiations that were velopments with especial interest. It
29. In the ten years $e777,317.40 was $7,636,000, and the total loss to the pensation of ministers of the gospel
The "populariizng of the pulpit," about to be opened in London look*pent for illustration.
has twit increased is proportion to the
city $2,750,000.
immediate effect
not ing to the establishment of an anglo- is -believed that the
"Much of the work done by Ryan essolitatttly inerea,dng cost of living. manifest in some churches, does
up of the nese
hanging
the
will
be
A JOLT FOR JEROME.
"Salaries paid the clergy," said meet with the approval of the bish- Russian entente. Editorial. space Russian loan, whose chances of suc& Keller and D. J. McNichol is not
Bishministry.
Methodist
ops
of
the
which was ready to be devoted to the
first class. The parts which show Ilivhop J. F. Berry of BOO), "are
cess in Great 'Britain and the United
Cannot Go Under Republican Em- protninently to the public are fairly none too good at best, and taking the op Berry takes the position that there creation of the necessary public sen- States were considered doubtful at
change in the timent in favor of the proposed unblem as Candidate for Attorney
well done; the parts that can be ex- country over, have remained station- should not be any
preaching
that has so derstanding is filled instead with caus- best.
standard
of
some
course
disOf
ary for some time.
New York, Oct. 31.—By tie vote of amined with a little trouble are
Miethiodist tic comment upon the politico-industhe
characterized
long
up to the congregations keep pace with the in2 to 2 the board of elections of this tinctly second class and not
Brains and impudence are a coin"
nomination.
de
trial crisis that is paralyzing public
minister,
demands,
upon
the
city Monday declined to place the specifications Wk, of course, do not ("maxim(
hard to beat.
bination
dominions.'
Czar's
life
in
the
to
name of Nil4m .T. Jerome as the nom- know the condition of such portions bot speaking generally, it in safe
Somewhat
Similar.
warned
frankly
is
Lansdowne
-Lord
of the flatterer; he always,
advanced
Beware
not
up
have
tearing
salaries
say that
inee for district attorney in the Re- as cannot be seen without
rapcementing
a
alike
in
one
the
time
for
are
mstch
that
"Women
very
has an object in view.
publican column of official ballot for the work; but wherever we have dug to meet existing conditions,. Living
respect," said the home-grown phi- prochment with Russia is not while
the city election. The Democratic into it, we find it second class or expenses have been growing year afher oppressed proletariat is engaged
Scissors are mightier than the
ter year. They will be higher this essophee
members voted against it, and the worse.
struggle
for
its
queried
the
in
a
life-and-death
the
answer?"
"Whaf%
peosO
than
church
work
last,
and
the
houllevard
year
"The southern
Republicans in favor of it.
sword in the hands of a literarr
rights. Hle is adjured to_remember
far as can be seen is good. As yet ple ought to meet this situation in inexperienced youth.
"Mere" explained the philosophy that any ministry during the reign pirate.
only the rough work of Elting- has the material way so necessary even
"lie about the fish they of fire and sword cannot hope for
dimenses.
for the Members of the clergy."
been done.
An artful dodger is often entitled
eatc'h
and women lie about the the support, to say nothing of the endidn't
Boston
Mallalcii
of
crushed
Bishop
Wt
F.
strenuous
The report says that the
to more credit than the
British people.
rock used in surfacing the northeast also said salaries are not comeneneur- torten they could have married had thusiasm of the
_
—
to."
Opinion is unanimous ben that the hitter.
.
boulevard is .excellent material, but ate with the clernaad, the minister; of they %VIM ted
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sia to not go to ruin on the wreck of
!tiff got injured and defendant cornpronsizied the suit brought for damold Russia. It was -rhaps such an
ages.
idea as this which caused M. Witte,
There was set for trial yesterday,
when being congratulated over his
PUBLISHED BY THE
but no bearing given, the suit of the
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., personal triumph, to rernarici "Wait. SUIT ON TRIAL IN CIRCUIT Seacoast Mineral company against
(Incorporated')
COURT OF THIS
Reserve your congratulation until I
the Citizens Savings bank. It has
NATURE.
At Register Building, 523 Broadway. have succeeded."
not yet- been reached op the docket,
If Russia has
but comes up today.
enough Wittes all will be well; but
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
has she?
Judgment for $3,000 Given .Aeiother
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
Today's Docket.
Secretary.
WILHELM,
of. Injured at Dawson Pichic
Five ptoceedinigi are set for hearing
ROBERT S.
Clearly Anticipates War.
today on the docket, but disposition
Three Years Ago.
Mfany late utterances of the emperhas been made of several of them.
postoffice
the
of
Paduat
Entered
or of Germany indicates that he anThere has been compromised and dis
cah, Ky., sa second-class mail matter.
ticipates war at no distant day beThere is now on trial in the circuit missed the suit of Felix G. Rudolph,
tween
hirie government and some oth- court the suit of Lola AUisein Mane administrator, against Capt. Edward
Terms to Subscribers.
Woolfolk, wherein damages
beOne Year
$5430 er. In sapport of this idea of war be- kin against Mary E. Allison, and the ing sought for the death of awere
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR FINE BED-WEAR, OUR
fireman
2.50 ing on the mind of the emperor some work of taking testimony is now go- scalded
Six Months
COMFORT
AND BLANKET STOCK I4 ONE GREAT GATHERING
to
death
OD defendant's boat.
Three Months
1.25 quotations from late speeches are ing on, but will be completed this
Theer
has
been
continued
GOOD
another
OFFERINGS.
OF
NEVER BEFORE HAVE YOU BOUGHT
morning and the proceeding then
.zo ninde:
One Week
given the jury atter the- azgurnents of the suits, that of Witt Duncan, for SUCH VALUES AT SUCH PRICES. THE ADVANTAGE OVER
damages from the Western Union
Addressing the officers of a Saxon are fini,ilretl.
Anyone failing to receive this paper
GLANCE.
Telegraph office, for delayed delivery OTHER SEASONS' PRODUCTS CAN BE SEEN AT A
grenadier
regiment
at
Dresden,
.11tre
ahe
proceedind.:i
hard
is
being
te
regulraly should report the matter
MADE
THEY
FACT,
ARE
LARGER,
AND
IN
PATTERNS,
BETTER
fought, If being that in which the o fa telegram sent plaintiff over deThe Register office at once. Tele- emperor said: '
IS
BETTER
EVERY
fendant's
RESPECT.
lines.
"We live in a time when every plaintiff is attenstiting to break the
plbone Cumberland 318.
For the 23rd day there has been reyoung German capable of bearing
11 of the late H. C. (Dizec)
arms must he ready to give himself
known tobacco dealer, who et for trial the proceeding of Edto the Fatherland."
father. The defendant in this ward Alexander, administrator of his
At a banquet given in his hono
in is the widow and second little girl, against the street railway
BLANKETS
STRICTLY
IN
ALL
WOOL
COTTON
in the Dresden Schloss, the emperor, wife of the deceased. The will left company. Damages arc being surd
BLANKETS,
FANCY
72X82
AND
WHITE
GRAY,
for
INCHES,
fatal
because
of
$3-98
injuries
received
replying to the king's toast to his the majority of property to the widow
health, said:
and children by the second wife, and by the girl who was run over by a A PAIR; COMES IN BLUE AND COLORS AND PATTERNS, AT
WHITE PLAIDS, PINK AND eSC AND Seco A PAIR.
"If the German empire continues Mrs. Mankin claims, the iastrument Car.
Wednesday Morning, Nov. 1, !coos.
The two other cases for today are WHITE PLAIDS. LAVENDER
IN
BLANKETS
COTTON
to prosper, then we can calmly, with was executed by her father while he
raised, visor and with the courage of was not in poisession of his kali men- those of Nellie Moore ageina the AND WHITE PLAIDS, TAN AND GRAY, WHITE AND KIMONO
free German men, confront anyone tal capacities. The will was made street railway company. ,and Laura WHITE PLAIDS AND RED AND PATTERNS AT 75C A PAIR.
Jest then the world lead come to who
should venture to cross our path jest a few days before the tobacco Haimers against the same company. WHITE PLAIDS, WHITE WITH
PART WOOL BLANKETS IN
think that Russia was on the brink or to disturb us in the promotion of dealer died with the
Moore had her leg broken in PINK BORDER AND WHITE GRAY, EXTRA HEAVY, AT $1.75
attack of erysipefalling from a car at Fourth and WITH BLUE BORDER, AT $3.98. A PAIR
of a most disastrous revolution— our reasonable interests."
las
IT IS A RARE THING THAT
After
unveiling
—
the
.Tele
jury
statue
of
Field
rising
yesterday
rapidly
people
were
gave
her
SPECIAL IN LAMBS WOOL
a judg- Broadway, and claims it was negliw•en
gence of the company attaches that YOU FIND AN
ALL-WOOL COMFORTS AT $2.75 EACH. THIS
up in arms to destroy the government Marshal Von Moltke, his majesty ad- tip4 of $3,000 to plaintiff in the acBLANKET AT THIS PRICE. THIS IS A VERY FINELY MADE COMdressed the highest army officers, t*, ol Annie Nicholas against the caused her to get pushed off.
—the czar relented' and, laying down who were assembled
IS THE CLEANEST BLANKET FORT 72X84 INCHES IN SIZE.
-*round him at Illinois Central railroad. Lawyers
the power granted him and his predc- a dinner at the Schloss, saying:
EVER OFFERED AT SUCH FIGTaylor & Lucas represented the winEXTRA HEAVY COMFORTS,
URES. THE COLORINGS ARE TACKED, AT $ees. THESE COW.
ccssoetfor years, by the writing of a
"flow matters stand with us in the ning cede, and Charles. Kennedy
CLEAR AND PRETTY.
few words lies turned the tide and world you have seen. Therefore, keep Wheeler the losers.
FORMS HAVE THE SIZE THAT
AN EXTRA FINE ALL-WOOL IS EQUAL TO THE HOMEmore than likely saved Russia as a your powder dry and your swords Three years ago last August the
whetted."
Illinois Central railroad employes
BLANKET IN LARGE PLAIDS MADE, 72X84 INCHES.
geivernment firmer general wrecking if
Saturday the Cologne Gazette ever gave their big animal picnic at Daw- FOURTH QUARTERLY CONFER AND WHITE WITH PINK AND
OUR LINE OF Sitio AND Sz.so
ENCE FOR THE MISSION
not complete destruction. The sur- regarded as giving What the govern- son, Ky., up on the Lotrievilk divisBLUE BORDER AT $5.5o A PAIR. COMFORTS
ARE
SPLENDID
WILL BE HELD.
render of the czar and the victory of ment desires should be accepted as ion. Several thousand people were
THIS IS A
DANDY, 72X82 VALUES, GOOD SIZE AND COLthere and during the day Miss NichINCHES.
the people came like a clap of light- the view of the day, said:
ORS.
"Our ardent endeavors to convince ols and party of friend3 walked out
FINE COTTON BLANKETS IN
COMFORTS
FOR
SINGLE
ning in a clear sky and the announcethe World, of our readiness for peace on the long trestle just outside the Prospects for a Very Good Protract- GRAY AND. WHITE, EXTRA BEDS IS GOOD QUALITY, Al'
event was so startling as to be doubt- have failed. Let us • future trouble
ed Meeting at Second Baptist
town. A treikin train bore down on
esC EACH.
LARGE, AT $1.48 A PAIR.
ed, but not so much by the general ourselves less over slanders, looking them and before they could get out
Church.
world as 1:4 the people of Russia, neither to the right nor to the left of the way several were knocked off
who had beek so often fooled that of us, but go straight ahead, for one and injured, while others were killed.
aim. is to strengthen our economic Mile Nichols bad her foot so badly
Next Saturday at the Lone Oak
they hesitated to believe what to them
and political equipments, and with mangled it bad to be amputated and Methodist church there will be hell
is the most glorious of news. The there the self-trust that we alone, or she
sued the railroad named for dam- the fourth quarterly conference for
czar's surrender rehabilitates Russia in company of friends who are hO'n- ages on the ground that the accident the churches of this denomination inand the people will soon build it again orable friends, need not hear the occurred through negligence on the cluded in the Paducah city missions,
part of the railroad attaches The they being the congregations of Lone
to its former rank/ of a formidable whole world •ri arms."
These stirring sentiments have been jury in returning it, verdict yeirterday Oak, Reidland, LaCenter and L:ttlegovernment. There is every assurtelegraphed throughout Germany for just brought a plain one in, aajudging ville, all presided over by Rev. T. J.
ance of this promise and the Christian reproduction in other newspapers.
the defendant pay the plaintiff $3,000. Owen.
world is happy to so regard the .fact
Precisely what has happened to Engineer R. B. Bean ewes in charge
At it o'clock Saturday morning
lead to the emperor's speeches and f the engine at the time; and was preaching will be conducted by PreM'. Witte has proven himself the these and other declarations natural- mode co-defendant in the litigation, siding Elect J. H. Roberts, of the
greatest Russian of them all. His ly are not subjects for aathoritive while the plamtiff also made Fireman Paducah district, while at noon a big
explanation, but they are probably Roy'Ohristman a co-defendant, think- basket dinner will be served on the
many years of patriotic fighting for
due to Russia's resistance to certain ing he wee firing the engine at the church grounds. At 2 o'clock in the
government and people has at German proposals.
time. The jsry broaglit.io a verdict afternoon the conference business
last been crowned with success. lie
arenas( the road, entoll•eri, „Land fire- will be taken up and conducted until
seems to have imbibed the air that
man, but as Cheiseinsae, established riliffied. The reports will show very
TELEPHONE 548.
the fact lie was'mot otta die engine greu progress and much good effectwas necessary to crown his work
TELEPHONE 548.
when the entisap occurred, the judge ed under the seipervision of Pastor
while recently in America saving his
yesterday sent the jury back to its Owen. All the 'officials from thew
country from the Japanese, and no
Three Nights Commencing
on
HAPPY GAT ERING AT THE room when they turned in their ver- four churches are expl•cted ; 7
fact is more significant of this than
dict, and instructed them to make the hand.
NEWE14 HOME LAST
his cablegram to the people/A:Ansajudgment against Bean mod * I. C.,
E ENING.
and not Chtisfhian, as the 'latter was
ice. While rejoicing over the victory
Second Baptist Church.
BROADHURST AND CURRIE
not there. Doing this the jury
The protracted meeting at the SecMatinees Friday and Saturday.
of the depressed of his land he would
PRESENT
brought their opinion back in and it ond Baptist chinch continues with repay tribute to America and indirect- Mrs. Thomas Leech Entertaines Towas acepted. C. HORN
crossed
interest
and
large
A.
congregaCHAS.
morrow Night in Compliment to
by acknowledge a debt of gratitude,
Exceptions were filed by the plain- tion late attending the meeting. Last
Miss
Leech—Social
Calendar.
and this is the meaning of his mestiff to claims of Richard Calivisi and night Rev. C. P. Roney, of Wickliffe.
the Evansvile Brewery company in preached on "Great Love of God."
sage. ef. Witte in his work at Portsthe proceeding of Charles K Jennings, and the effort was one of much
mouth saved Russia and in 'his work
Presenting the Young Southern
Last ceening a most charming open administrator of Thorny Robiou, strength and far-reaching in desired
In the Big Musical Extravaganza
at St. Petersburg, since his return mg was held by the members of the egainst the Globe Bank and
Actor
Trent effect. This divine is assisting PasMR. JBWELL BELLY,
home, has made of the wreck he Crescendo club at the rereeleace of company.
tor Cunning/4am and prospects are for
Supported by an all Aar cast.
Lawyer Thomas B. Harrison was a very succeseful meeting.
worked to save a new country. His Mini Virginia Newell, of North SerOpening play Thursday night.
people owe him much and America is ener street. liallow'een decorations appointed attorney to represent the
Services will be held each aftetnoon
and ideas prevailed and the ghoulish absent dee/Aunts in the divorce suit at 2:30 o'clock and each evening at
glad that in coming hither he imWith a company of
'effect was quite engaging. During of Florrie Petter (Nesley against 7:30 o'clock. Everybody is most corbibed the spirit which so assisted him the evening the members of the musi- Gogge S Owsley.
SIXTY PEOPLE
dially invited to attend.
, in his work.
cal club rendered an en/iving and deBy agreement there was continued
INCLUDING
kghtful progtam that was hugely en- and set for the 13th day of the next
Amicable relation* were established
Ladies free Thursday night under THE FAMOUS BEAUTY CHORUS
It is definitely announced that the joyed by themselves and the many January
term of court, the damage between the Fall River cotton manu- usual condieona.
Illinois Central will be going into friends present. The evening's pleas- suit of J. Ist Ford, adininistrator,
Prices: 25, 35, so, 75 and Inoo.
facturers and the Textile Council at a
Prices: Loc, sex and 30c. Matinees,
Nashville over'its lately acquired new ure concluded with service of dainty against the Paducah City Railway protracted conference yesterday bein sale Tuesday.
Seats
zoc and 20C.
company.
route, the Tennessee Central, on the refreshment'.
tween reen•esentatiree of the mill own
The defendant asked for a new trial ers and operative*.
1st of December, which is just a
Elegant Affair.
of the suit of the Farmers Bank of
It is claimed that Broker Haas and
month off. This announcement is
s
s
The first indoor ball oil the season Eddyville, against Neste Bloom and
Frank Wallis Cards oil St. Louis, reckhane who were recently released,
one of much satisfaction to our mer- was given hat evening at
the Palmer Clarence 0. Brown, in which the charged with the murder of Beulah in New York in connection with the;
BUILDING.
BROOKHILL
ohants as well as other points along by the Cotillion club and the popular plaintiff* got a judgment for $1,533 Craft, formerly of Henderson, Ky.,
brought toi
be
can
cases,
fraud
cot
the line, for it puts our city in more dancing floor was crowded with a ageonet defendants for borrowed pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
TELEPHONE 444.
Washington for trial.
money.
ninety-nine years' imprisonment.
direct tots
with Tennessee's capital hundred or so guests and inensbers
• The general demurrer was filed by
enjoyitig the &betides/ art.
and opens
what will in time prove
defendant in the suit of .the city of
t a quick route to the central south and
Paducah against Lent Penes, where
Evening at Cards.
southeast for our frhippers and travelthe municipality is suing to compel
Tomorrow night at her Lome on
Jones to tbrfeit the $1,000 bond he
ers. ft tan, is the realization of a Fountain avenue, Mrs. Thomas
C.
many years' &elm of the Illinois Leech will entertain at cards, compli- executed in guaranteeing he would
not violate any of the city laws when
Central management and one over mentary to her sister-in-law, Miss granted
a license by the city authori•whielr they are to be congratulated. Martha Leech, who marries Saunders ties to open a saloon.. The demurrer
Fowle next week.
eit•
claims invalid the ordinance empower
The promised coming of the Frising the mayor to revoke saloon liMarries Sunday.
co to Paducah is not as hopeless as
censee, and also the ordinance comNert
Sunday
morning at to o'clock pelling saloonkeepers to execute the
the publicatione of the local press
at the home of the bride in Lowed, bond demanded by them when given
might leave the public to think. This
Graves county, there will be married
city is the goal of the Frisco if it Miss Myrtle Wirnran, of that place, licenses.
In the suit of Felix Rudolph, admin
would be more than a river feeder, and Mr. Clyde Alien, who has charge istrator
for 0. C. Boyd, against
or would have for its southern ter- of the office in the Palmer hotel here, the Prudential Life Insistence comminus more than the river, so in tine. for the Palmer Transfer company. pany, the court ordered that $68 be
our city will have this line as another Rev. Burgess. of Blandville, performs paid Dora Edwards and the balance
the ceetnony for the couple, who will
northern outlet. The comher to the be attended by Miss Verde Wimen of the $175 paid into the admintstrator's hands for datribution among
City of the leading officials of the road and Mr. Bishop.
other creditors. Boyd was the stock
mean the extension to this point in
The young lady is., the pretty daugh man who died and carried $175 inthe best way possible of the line, and ter of 'Mk. and Mrs. T. D. Wiman, suirance in the &fetichist company.
ere the new year is many months old, and after the ceremony the bridal cou Dora Edwards claimed he teansferred
rle comes here for dinner at the Pal- to her $68 of the money convert/
if not sooner, the promise will be a
mer They will make this city their from the insurance company, to satis• definitely settled fact. The people can home.
fy an account she had against him
rest assured of this.
The groom is a most affable, genial for washing, etc. The administrator
and sociable man who stands well in contended the proceeds of the policy
The only fear, or the greatest one, the community.
should come into his hands, but be1 as to the future of Russia lies in the
fore allowing this, the court ordered
a inability of her people to grasp her
The supreme lodge, Knights of the Edwards account paid.
Pythias,
determined to abide by its' There ems dismissed the damage
new condition. It will take firmness
decision to hold the convention next suit of Willie McGee against the Paand mach deliberation for New Rua<
Tall in New Orleans.
ducah City Railway rompiny. Plain
A
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A FATAL Sift

DR

fF. HEARNE

1
DIES FREE
AT

The Kentucky Thursday Night
When accompanied by a paid 30c ticket, if purchased
before 5 o'clock Thursday afternoon

THE SEATS ARE NOW ON SALE

Opening bill:"A Fatal Step." Matinees on Friday and
Saturday. Prices: Matinee, 10, 20c. Night, 10, 20, 30c
THE JEWELL KELLEY STOCK COMPANY.
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argest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiudranteed
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.
,ammr_sprszt
WANT CLUB DUES BALLOT BOXES EASTERN STAR NO TONGUE CAN
Fountai
n
TELL SUFFERING
Syringes
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
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THE COMMERCIAL CLUB SUED THEY ARE NOW BEING DIS- MEETING WILL BE HELD THIS
TRIBUTED OUT IN THE
SEVERAL MORE PARTIES
EVENING BY THE
YESTERDAY.
COUNTY.
LADIES.

s
Only Few Availed Themselves of the Livingston County Politics Are Hum- Padu,cahans Return from Attending
Registration Privileges--Wedming—Speakers Are Touring
Medical Society Meeting—Other
ding Licenses.
This County Now.
Gatherings.

3
IN
FANCY
NS, AT

3
IN
MONO
IR.
:TS IN
AT $1.75

In the court of County Judge Light
forst there was yesterday filed suits
, by the Comarercial club against the
following parties: Charles W. Emery,
Barrett Produce company, George H.
Andnecht and Dr. Jeff I). Robertson,
for money claimed from the defendants as their dues to the dills

Sheriff Lee Potter yesterday commenced distributing to the election
officers of the county precincts the
ballot boxes, locks and keys, which
are for use dating the election next
Tuesday. He has those for tire city
precincts stoned up at his office and
the day before election will distribute
them around. He is sending those
for the county, out in the rural dieFew Registered.
tricts, right away because many miles
Yesterday was the first day on have to be traveled in passing them
which people could go before the around and it takes quite a while to
county clerk and procure certificates get them out.
entitling them to vote in the election
next week. Only about eight parties
Livingston County.
appeared and nearly all of them were
Reports from Livingston county
democrats. . The people entitled to are that things are hamming up that
this kind of certificates are those un- way from a political standpoint, and
able to register on the regular and the welkin is ringing. The demosupplemental day on account of ab- cratic nominees are making a tour of
sence from the city or sicknees elf the county with a brass band and
themselves or some member of the many spellbinders, and they are keepfamily. These parties can register ing things hot. Their leading speakagain today, and then next Monday, er is Hors John K. Hendrick, the
the latter day being the last opportu- giant of Kentucky politics and law,
nity.
and many people are hearing his able
and logkat addresses.
Month's Marriages.
Yesterday was the last day of OcThis County'e Campaign.
tober, and during that month the coon
The democratic nominees for county clerk issued fiftyrone marriage li- ty offices continue their speech makcenses to as many couples. Of this ing and campaigning out in the con*
number there were 35 whites and 16 ty, and yesterday afternoon spoke at
colored. Yesterday a license was is- MOore's school house, while at night
sued to Joseph Greets, aged 32. and then-lidrussed the voters of the Lone
Noami Braswell, aged 23, of this city. Oak neighborhood. This afternoon
they talk at Florence Station, while
Colored Couple.
tonight they speak out at Hendrods.
A colored couple procuring a li- Tomorrow night they hold forth at
cense yesterday was Jay Lynn* aged Reidland, and then no more speak21, of this city,arx1 Fannie
Hunter, joss' will be held until Saturday afteraged 21, Of Cairo. They were mar- noon when they go to Woodville and
ried in the clerk's office by Justice then that night at Lamont.
Richard Barber.
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SCHWAB FAILED

From Itching and Bleeding Eczema
—Pain Terrible—Body and Face
Covered with Sores — Doctors
and Medicines Failed.

This evening at 7:3o o'clock the
order of Eastern Star meets at their
ball in the Fraternity buikling, and
during the gathering a number of
initiations will be thade, while a social session will be held afterwards
"No tongue can tell how I suffered
and delightful refreshments served.
for five years with itching and bleedReturn Ilris Morning.
eczema, until I was cured by the
This morning Drs. C. E. Purcell* ing
Cuticura Remedies,and I am se gratePhil Stewart and other, from this ful I want the world to know,for what
city, returned from Arlington, Ky:, helped me will help others. My body
where they attended the semi-annual and face were covered with sores.
gathering of the Southwestern Medi- One day it would scena to be better,
cal society, which held a one-day ses- and then break out again with the
most terrible pain and itching. I have
sion there yesterday. The body holds been
sick several times, but never in
its next meeting here at which time my life did I experience such awful
officers are elected. The annual gath- suffering as with this eczema. I had
erings are always held here in the made up my mind that death was near
city, while the semi-annual session at hand, and I longed for that time
occurs at some outside town. Yes- when I would be at rest. I had tried
many different doctors and medicines
terday's meeting is reported as one without success,
and my mother
of much interest and success, many brought vse the Cuticula Remedies,
being there and a large number of Insisting that I try them. I began to
excellent papers presented.
feel better after the first bath with
Cutieura Soap, and one application of
Charity Club Meeting.
Today the ladies of the Charity clufr Cuticura Ointment. I continued with
Soap and Ointment, and have
will set the date for holding their the
taken four bottles of Cuticura Resolvmeeting for purpose of effecting a re- ent, and consider myself well. Any
organization of the body for this win- person having any doubt about this
ter's work of relieving the poor sand wonderful cure by the Cuticura Remedies can write to my address.
attending other similar duties.
Mrs. &Hie Etson, Bellevue, Mich."
Directors Tonight
This evening the directors for the
associa=wilk hold their meeting
at the
'ng to take up the finanAnd All Other Itching and Scaly
cial question of the organiaztion.
Eruptions Cured by Cuticura.
College Committee.
The agonizing itching and burning
Thi9 afternoon there will be held
a meetinelslig the committee of cit- of the skin, as in eczema; the frightful scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss of
izens that*** in charge the question hair and crusting of scalp,
as in
of getting located here the Methodist stalled head; all demand a remedy of
college. The session will be held at • almost superhuman virtues to successthe office of Ohark-y Wheeler in. the .'telly sope with them. That Cuticura
Ointment, and PIM are sroeb
Fraternity building, but the cortarnit-. =
perven beyond all doubt.
teemen do not believe their plan will
ati=emoes.....t=To sospedililmialloll
be completed sufficiently for publi- terkiers. arillosil Ise ••
Bow Oa
Ct
itmen0
cation to be made.

ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA

ITCHING ECZEMA

TRRIE

HORN

iSON

agar's&
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00.
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'44.

.E

and
30c

BACK TO PHILIPPINES.
Captain Richard Preston Leaves Sunday for That Country.
Captain Richard Preston will leave
next Sunday for‘San Francisco, Cal.,
from whence he sails for the PhiliPpine islands to resume his duties as
captain of the constabulary which is
policing that distant acquisition of
this country.'
Captain Preston has been in -tins
country since the middle of the summer on a. several months' absence.
and at other Southern points with
friends and relatives. After leaving
here it will take him about three
weeks to get back to his post.
He has made many friends in the
city, being a most affable and congenial gentleman of pleasing traits.

The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it
.Ltiew Paca rubber, the best
yet.

J. 11. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PADUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.

BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
Jackson Sta. phene 237,
7th && Clay
Sta., phone 3$.

RUSSIA IS SAVED For Wedding Gifts

/111/101111/NININIEMINIEESIMEMISISS

ed
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ment to carry out our inflexibk will
in the following manner:
"First—To extend to the population
the immutable foundations of civic
liberty, based on the real inviolability of person, freedom of conscieoce,
speech, union and association.
"Second—Without nuspending the
already ordered elections to the state
douma, to invite the participation in
the doinna, so far as the Hinted time
before the convocation of the douma
will permit, of those classes of the
population now completely deprived
of electoral rights, leaving the ultimate development of the principle o:
electoral right in general to the newly
established legislative order of thing .
"Third—To establish as an unchangelble rule that no law shall be
enforceable without the approvai of
the state douma, and that it shall be
possible for the elected of the people
to exercise real partkipation in the
sepervision of the legality of the acts
of the authorities appointed by us.
"Wt appeal to all faithful,- sons of
Russia to remember their duty toward
the fatherland to aid in terminating
these unprecedented troubles and to
apply their forces, in co-operation
with us, to the restoration of calm
and peace upon our natal soil.
"Given at Peterhof, October 30, in
the eleventh year of our reign.
"NICHOLAS."
(Signed)

Col. J. Smith Hurt, the oldest practicing lawyer at Mk. Ste-ling, Ky., is
believed to be dying.
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SALES ROOMS 114 z16 207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.

HAYES
7th and Broadway.
Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and delivered free of cl4arge anywhere in the
city.

Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUBLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.

RICH CUT GLASS.

Vegetated
Calomel

THE RIGHT KIND.
You wouldn't think of presenting a
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALL.
piece that was not strictly high-grade
—if you knew it. The best grade— VATES. ALL DRUGGIST zoc.
finest cuttings—at the fairest prices_
And the largest selections are our inducernente for your cut glass trade.

H.T. Hessig.M.D.

J. L. WOLFF
The Progressive Jewelry Store.

Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 27o.

Best, Kentucky Lump 1 3 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 2 Cents
There's More Heat and,Less Dirt and Ashes to Ourticeoal:Than the Ordinary Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY'
e

Second and Ohio Streets.

(INCORPORATED.)

C. M. BUIDID, Manager.

Both Telephone Numbers 254

THE IMPORTED HUMANITY OF AMERICA HELP PIMILEM EDGAR IXT: WHITTEMORE, EXCURS
IMMIGRANTS

REACH

NEW YORK AT THE RATE OF TWO

A MINUTE—A DAILY PANORAMA OF NATIONS

H

St. Louis and Tennesies
Pacleet company'—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.

DALLAS' LEADING WOMEN TO
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$8.00 for the Round
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the man from Georgia, observing
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_
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carry
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They
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that one of the
Down Georgia way we want all these
even at sliced rates to points where great ways in which the population and suidngs for Fall and Winter.
husky fellows we can get to show our
tabor is in demand, because the new- of Dallas could be increased to the
OFFICES: Benton,. Ky., rear bank
darker how to work. I've got a farm
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comers greatly facilitate the develop- coveted 450,000 would be to insure
Highest price paid for second-hand
Marshal County; Paducah, Ky,
down there where my cotton and corn
ment of the territory in which they newcomers again-t the servant girl avoid the rush.
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Architect and Soparintandult.
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Roan 13 and z4 Cabinda Bedding,
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naz Fratelnity Dales.
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Lady:
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interior of the country and outer plainly
Old Phone 4911 Red; New Pitons es.
kept it as long as she needed
mieration. On the most crowded days
WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST.
an atinospihere that is intensely it.
of the period the figures were as folAmerican become assimilated and
"It has been a hard matter to get
lows: April 4, 5.700: April 5, 6,800;
changed with remarkabbe speed. On white
help in Texas, or any other
April 6, 4,5oo; April 12, 6,200; April
the contrary, those that remain in part
73, 5,2oo;'May 8, 6,9oo; May 9, 6.400;
of the South. Immigrants of Ilse
New York and huddle into the Italian
, class who make house servants preMay 10, 7.500., It is an astonishing quarter,
the Jewish quarter or tne
fer to go into the West; they are
thing to think that on one day, May
Rooms tO. II and is, Columbia BIS&
Hungarian quarter, flocking only with
To, an imprip-ant was admitted on
frightened from the south by stories
LAWYERS.
their kind, remain virtually foreigPADUCAH, KY.
of negro competition and unhealthy
the average of every
1-2 seconds. ners, sometintes through several
genBoth Phones agsr—litooms s03 and s04 J.
climatic conditions.
Forty per cent of these immigrants erations.
C. Insersoy
Office over Undies. & Lydon.
Cecil Reed
remained in New York City, and the
"I can begin to send the best class
309 Broadway.
Fraterity linikling.
of servants. If r can send a hundred
rest flocked to various parts of the
ROOSEVELT HAD TO VISIT
country. It is not unusual for a big
cember 1, if I am given the proper
s'hiPl'pad of say ',ono immigrants to Mother's Bridesmaid Wouldn't Go assistance. If I can send a hundred
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
include aliens bound for every state
servants a month, they can be placed
to Reception, But Received
in the union. It is like a constant
in good Dallas homes.
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, us
Him.
procession of thousands or thousands
"Of course, they will begin to get EYE, EAR. NOSE AND' THROAT
Attorney-at-Law.
pouring in through the gateway of (Atlanta Correspondence New York married as soon as they become
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Sun)
Room No. & Columbia Building.
New York harbor and spreading out
proficient, but there, will be others Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone 16gs
far and wide over the country.
Calling :him Theodore and patting back of them.
Columbia Building.
The great majority of immigrants him on the shoulder, Mts. W. E. "There would • be no' contracts
do not come here to settle haphaz- Baker, a dame of the old southern signed, and the contract labor law
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
Phcm zoo Red.
ard anywhere that fate may lead regime, received President Roosevelt would not be violated The organzathem. It takes no small spirit of en- bast Friday in Barrington ball, her lion here would be responsible to the
TRUEHEART
BUILDING.
terprise for the poor foreigner to em- home, at Roswell.
government for the immigrants for
—LAWYER—
Both phone •811 at the office, both
bark for a strange country, tearing
Mrs. Balder was bridesmaid when one year."
phones a4o at reeidenc. Office hours Will practice in all courts of Ken.
his old life out by the roots and be- the president's mother was married.
All the women hack of the move7 to 9 a. m.; z to 3 p. in., 7 to g p.
gin anew, and those that come here She had been invited to the reception ment are of much prominence, most
have gen-orally, with great frugality, at the old Bullock borne, but said of them are members of the Oak
tucky and III,noia.
provided ahead far themselves. Hence the president must come to her.
CI& Improvement league, an associaTREASURY
DEPARTMENT.
they have their exact destinations
Secretary Loeb said this could not tion of women whose purpose it is to
Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
picked out in advance, and those des- be, as it was contrary to all precedent improve conditions in that fashionable
filiation% are in the places where labor for the president to visit private suburb. Mrs. Murdock is commandOFFICE xao NORTH FIFTH
is most needed, where the men are homes during an itinerary.
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, loos.
ant of the Dames of 1846, and 5CCTCDENTIST.
ton few for the work.
The president missed Mrs. Baker at tary of the Mexican War Veterans.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
TELEPHONES
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
:The work of distributing this great the Bullock home and asked for her.
presented to the undersigned it has
army of vistirikers falls to the railroads, Loeb told of her refusal to attend a
Office en
Co., 306 Broadway,
been made to appear that "The Plitt Residence sge
The Doctor's Diagnosis .
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National
of
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Paducah,"
A North Carolina doctor inclned
located
railroads have devised eliborate ma- said he must see his mother's brides- to be mindful of other people's busi- in the City of Paducah, in the Counchincry to handle this special Loaf- maid.. So he decided: to cut out es- ness was riding along a country rood:. ty of McCracken and State of KenDR. W. C. EUBANKS.
fic. All the roads having terminals tablished precedents that he might He drew up where a native was husk- tucky, has complied with all the pro(Homeopathist.)
at New York haves special representa- meet and chat with the girlhood ing corn in a field.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
visions of the Act of Congress "to entives at Ellis Island and there is a friend of his mother, and at his sug"You are getting yellow corn," said able National Banking Associations
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone
PADUCAH. KY.
great immigration clearing 'house gestion Barrington had was included the doctor.
to extend their corporate existence,
General Practice.
there, where the incoming hordes are in the itinerary.
Residence, Sig Broadway.
"Yes, sir; planted that kind," came and for other purposes" approved July
ao8-szo Fraternity Building.
sifted out and those aliens hound for
When President Roosevelt entered the reply.
12, 188a, as amended by the Att ap- Office also Park Bid'g, Mayfield Ky.
Phone z49.
different parts of the country are as- the old home with Mrs. Roosevelt
"VVIon't get more than half a crop'" proved April 12, 1002;
signed to the different roods.
be found Mrs. Baker seated, dressed volunteered the physician.
NOW, THERBFCYRE, I, William
After the immigrant has secured in black, trimmed with white lace
"Yes, sir; planted it on the half- B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the CurOffice phone 351, Residence phone 474
his ticket he becomes virtually a ward about the collar and cuffs. She wore shares."
rency, do hereby certify that "The
of the railroad. Then the railroad a lace cap and. was the picture of
The doctor was somewhat nettled First National Bank of Paducah," lochetka his baggage through to its des- contentment.
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
at this and replied:
tination and takes him by.. boat and
"And this is Theodore," she said, "You must he mighty nigh a fool." County of McCracken and State of
car to the railroad depot free of extending her hand. "I am so glad
"Yes, sir; only a fence between us." Kentucky, is authorised to have sucPHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Building.
charge. If there is a larger number to see you, Theodore." Then patting
cession for the period specified in its
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
of immigrants going to a particular the president on the shoulder. She
Remember that kind words never amended articles of association; namesection of the country, the railroad the president on the shoulder she leave scars.
ly, until close of business on October
will run a special train for them. but she was married
to, 1925.
otherise they go in a, special immiIn testimony whereof witness my :so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Low Rates to California.
grant car attached a regular train.
i‘ profane man takes to the tall
From September t5, to October 31, hand and seas of office this Tenth day
Both Phones 33S
These "irrimigrant cars" are not as timber when the patient Mart begins the Illinois
OSTEOPATHIC
Central Railroad com- of October, tgo5
some People suppose, a sort of cat- to say things.
WM. B. RIDGELY,
pany win tell ene-way teoond-this (SEAL.)
Office hours 8 to to a. m., t te 3 Phone IgiS, 400
1-2 Broadway,
the car, hot are regular day coaches,
Comptroller of the Currency.
ticket to San Francisco, Los Antep. m. and 7 to g p.
a little worn in the furnishings, perAny woman who is the architect lei, San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
Charter NO. 1599. Eixtens1011 No. 932.
PADUCAH, KY.
haps, and - not kept polished and of her own fort.ine tees that it is J. T Downian, Agt. Paducah,
Ky.
Dry Hat Ak Baths given when Ia.
brusfied up to the spick-and-span well supplied with closets.
G. C. Warfield, T. A, Union 1?epot.
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HESSIO 'STILLERY
SOMETHING WILL HAVE TO
BE DONE ABOUT SALE
TODAY.

William P. Lax & Co.'s Stock of
Goods and Fixtures Ordered Sold
-Bankrupt Court Business
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Here's the Place to Get, Them.
(Second Moor.)

Fall and Winter Underwear.

MUST 00 ON BALLOT.

Frankfort. Ky.. Oct. v.-Attorney
General Hays yesterday, in response
to appeels from Letcher county polltwins of both patina for an opinion
as to the right of a mixed tichet to a
place on the official ballot of that
county in the approachitig election.
and as to the device -ander which the
ticket. which is composed of demoat and republicans. gall be placed.
Sealed that the ticket should be print
ed on the baliot under one device or
the other. preferably the one selected
ienless he shoul<1 be restrained from
putting it ander that *Moe by the
courts. when the whole question
strodfd come up for determination. but
that in no event has he authority to
refuse to print the ticket of (he official ballot at al).
In passing on questions presented
to him from Henderson county, Attorney General Hey, ha* instructed
that 01 that city the municipal ticket
and cosinty ticket be placed. upon iiep*rate hallow. One party desired that,
in the city, both county and municipal ticket. be upon the same ballot,
and the other opposed such formation
of the ballot. Under Gen. Hays' ruling. the lisenderson voter will he hand
ed two ballots when be tows into fhe
tooth to vote, instead of one ballot,
and they will be placed in separate
ballot-boxes.

Companion of Little Indiana
Will Not Take Food.

Girl

ErafalivilIt, I rid., Oct. 31.-Monroee
Selby, the 8-year-o4d daughter of
Mack Selby, living near Bedford, Ind.
died of typhoid fever a few days ago,
and her 'body eras buried in a cemetery near Bedford.
A large 'shepherd dog that had
been the constant companion of the
littk giel "for
yera I years followed
the funeral proceseion to the cemetery.
Since the burial the dog has remained constantly on the grave, and
allows no one to approach. Food
thrown to the canine remains enernithed, and the animal is slowly
starving itself to death.
A It'ENV TRADE AGREEMENT

ions 474

Coat Season Now

Blankets and Comforts.

DOG KEEPS WATCH AT GRAVE.

of Ken.

Have Practically Completed Study of
Types for CanaL

THE SEASON HAS COME WHEN THE COAT QUESTION MUST
BE SETTLED AT ONCE. OUR STYLES ARE TYPICAL OF THE
Today something will be decided LATEST-STYLE CONCEPTIONS, AT PRICES THAT ARE WELL
regarding the Dr. Hessig distillery in WORTH CONSIDERING. COME, likE AND JUDGE FOR YOURMethanicsburg,, it having been sold in SELF. NOTHING
IS MORE CONVINCING THAN SEEING.
the bankrupt court to Frank M. Bernard, of Smithisad, who offered $9,000 Ladies Cloaks
$5. to $40
for same and pyt up $5oo cash to Children's Cloaks
to $15.
$4.00
bind the deal, while a bond was executed for the balance of the money, Women's Tailored Suits in 3a and 45-inch Jackets in plain material and
with the late R. A Role as surety fano enintures, striedy-vp4o.date -and new styles full plaited and kilted
on same. Ttt time limit for taking
Skirts, all colors, MO* !libitum and black
$12.50 to $40.
possession of the distillery has expired, and Mr. Barnard was given an
extension, in time in whit's to pay
over the money, but he has not done
DON'T SHIVER AND SHAYS THESE COOL NIGHTS; TAKE
so, and if by today the negotiations
ADVANTAGE
OF THESE SPECIAL PRICES ON WARM COVERwith him are not closed, probabiliINGS
ties are the trustees of the bankrupt
estate will get Referee Bagby to let Double Blankets, cotton
65e to $1.75
hint re-sell the distillery. Lawyer
White Blankets, half wool
$2.75
'Cecil Reed is the trustee.
Blankets,
wool
Gray
all
$4.50
Sell Outfit
in the bankrupt court yesterday Extra fine all wool Blanket's, white and colors
$5.00
Referee Bagby issued an order, di- Pull-else Comforts, heavy weight
$1.00
recting that the trustee of the William Comforts filled with white cotton, special value
$2.00
CalloP. Lax & Co. estate of Lax,
way county, sell the stock Of mer- Extra fine quality Satine Comforts, filled with extra fine white
cotton
$2.50
chandise and fixtures of Lax. The
trustee is to set the date for the sale,
and then advertise same for ten days
preceding.
Ladies Winter Vests
15e 25e 500 $1.
Exceptions Overruled
In the bankrupt suit of William Ladies' Union Suits
25e 50e $1 $2.50
Harris & Co., of Murray. the referee Children's Vests and Panel
25e 50e
beard the exceptions filed to the trus- Children's Union Suits
50e $1
25e
tees report of exemptions set apart Children's Black
Pants
75e
50e
for L. C. Linn. The exceptions were
overruled by Mk. Baseby, whose action will now be reviewed by the
bleier court, Judge Evans of Louisville.
Grace Case Continued.
FOR THE LATEST STYLE TENDENCIES IN LADIES' HATS
Until tornorrviw there has been conMRS. CLARK'S MILLINER Y ROOM ON SECOND FLOOR.
VISIT
tinued the case of Henry B. Grace.
seeks
latter
wherein the trustee of the
to force Into laankreptcy the partnership business existing between Grace
and Taylor O. Fisher, before Grace
sold out to the latter.

The Letcher County% Mixed Ticket
Secures a Victory.
and

.
"1 •0•._•'!"!!!
CONSULTING ENQINEERS

Is beaked by Germany with
United States.

the

Berlin, Oct. sr.-Baron Speck von
Sternborg, German ambassador to the
United States, who sailed for New
York October 25 from' Bremen, on
the North German Lloyd steamer
Kaiser Wilhlin IT, will-on his arrival
at Washington this/ week sobrat to
President Roosevelt the proposals of
the German government for a new
wade agreement between the United
'States and Germany. The ambassa:
der takes with him full knowledge
of the German government'. position, and is prepared to negotiate.
61itiperitse\for The Register.

Agents for Butterick Patterns.

A BRUTE SAVED MONEY ON NOTE
HAS NARROW ESCAPE FROM MARY CAMPBELL SUED SCOTT
OVERTON YESTERDAY
JUSTLY ANGRY MOB
FOR LOAN. ,
Man Charged with Attempting Criminal Assault on Two Wo.
Annie Smith Filed Suit for Divorce
From Willie Smith-Cash Regismen and Little Girl.
ter People Sue Overton.

Washington, Oct. 31.-The three
committeesc formed out of the members of the board of consultidg engineers to make a special study of the
lock canal, the sea level canal and
the unit price for both, have nearly
completed their work. •
The committee which has studied
th,, sea level canal project expects
to get through today and the other
two will be ready with their reports
tomorrow%
After that tbe former chief enginter of the Isthmian canal will appear before the beard and the members will have a chance to question
him on any subject on which they
deiire further explanation.
The
presence of Mr. Wallace before the
board meets with the full approval
of the no-sent ad-ministration., Secretary of War Taft, just before he
left W2shington for the Isthmus, to
make a personal inspection, had an
in,erview with the members of the
bcard of consulting( engineers and exptessed to them his great satisfaction
with the work so far performed. ,
It is expected that the final report will be begun very soon anc}that
a final. decision tray be looked for before the end of November, as several of the members who are under
instructions from their own goverdrnient have only received leave of albgenre for a limit.ed period, and will
have to return to this country during
•
the latter days of that month

_.aass.

Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, zgos.
South Bound.
Leave Cincinnati
Leave Louisville
Leave Owensboro
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evsinsville
Leave Hoplcinsville
Leave Princeton
Arrivs Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Fulton
Arrive Gibbs. Tenn.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jackson
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans

No. 'tor
8:30 71,M.
12:20 p.m.
3:40 p.m.
3:55 13-01.
4:37 p.m5:25 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
6:45 P.m.
7:55 p.m.
8:31 p.m.
8:39 P.m.
10:30 p.m.
1 I :00 LTA,

No. 103
6:00 p.m.
9:40 Ptin.
6:y p.m.
12:08 a,m,.
1:03 11.01.
1.40 am.
4:40 P.m.
2:27
3:40
3:45
4:30
5:17
5:23
7:15
8:15
815

a.m.
a.111.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
am
a.m.
p.m.

No. 121
7:25a.m.
*9:ooa.m.
:P5a.m.
12:30p.M.
1:28a.rn.
8:30a.m.
it:2oa.m.
2:35p.na.
4:15P.1114:20P-m6:oop.m.

8:30p.m.

North Bound.
No. 102
No. 104
No. 122
Leave New Orleans
7:10 p.m.
9:15 a.m.
Leave Memphis
6:5o 3.M.
8:5o p.m.
Leav.e Jackson, Tenn
to:to p.m
Leave Rives
19
.1912-4
4
5322
88
90 aapp) m
ninamm
it:58 p.m.
Leave Gibbs
9:15 pun.
Leave Fulton
10:10
12:35 a.m.
6:ooa.m.
dlprrive Paducah
a.mt
:20 S.
1:43 a.m.
IM.
Leave Paducah
11:25 11.111.
148 a.m..
Arrive Princeton
3:ot a.m.
9:29a.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville
.m.
51 a.m.
4.40
9
93:.25
Arrive Evansville
6
2.:2
05 p.m.
m.
Arrive Nortonville
10:35a.m.
Arrive Central City
:3oa.m.
::3
505
0
8
4
57:::3
Arrive Horse Branch
3:00 p.m.
IN HUMOROUS VEIN
Arrive Owensboro
4:55 pin.
14
2;5
55P
P:1Th
nk
Arrive Louisville
p.m.
9:15
5:35 p..
4:55P-01.
Wigg-"They say he has been dis- Arrive Cincinnati
11:55 a.m.
appointed in love."
Wages--"Yes; he thought she ha4
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
money."-Fhiladelphia Record.
(North Bound.)
(South Bound.)
"Did you ever contribute to a camNo. 306. No. 374No. 305. No. 375paign fund?"
"Not consciously. But I have paid Lv. Paducah.... 12:40p.m. 430p.m. Lv. St. Louis..., 7:45a.rn. 9:409-m.
2:50a.m. 6:2op.m.
premiums on a life insurance policy" Ar. Carbondale.. 4:25P•m- 8:40ism# Lv.
Ar. Chicago
5:305.m. 8:o5a.m. Lv. Carbondale. It:4o5.m. 7:o5a.nt.
-Washington Star. •
AT. St. Louis
8:05P•m• 7:08szn. Ar, Paducah.... 3:35p.m. II
Citiman--"Now that you're living
in the country, don't you miss the
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
early morning noise and budtle of the
(North
Bound.)
(South Bound.)
city?'.
101-3o1
122-822
1366836
Strbbubs-"I do if I miss the 6:45
135-835
LT. flopkinsville 11:aoarn. 6:40a.m. Lv. Chicago.... 6:30p.m. 9:45a.m.
train."-Philadelphia Press.
He-"Well, for my part, I !ike a Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.na. 7:451.M. 1.Y. St. Louis .. 9:4op m. 2:15p.nt.
Ar, Paducah.... 4: Span. 9:253.= Lv. Cair0 .
. 6:ooa.m. 6:20p.m.
picture that tells a story.
7:4;a..m. 8:scipsn.
She-"Mrs.
.‘iitherby's portrait Le. Paducah.... 7:wpm. 9:30aan. Ar. Padurah
8 35P.m. 11:10a-m. Lv, Paducah.... 7;soa.m. 8:r span.
ought to suit you, then. It makes Ar. Cairo
7:085srn. 5:00p m. Ar. Princeton .. 9:29a.m, 9:50p.m.
her positively handsome."-Chicago Ar. St. Louis
8:o5a.m. 9:30p.m. Ar. Hopkinsville
lir. Chicago
11:00p.m.
Journal.
Insurance Agent-"The company I
represent has undivided profits of Trains narked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
more than Sto,000,000."
The Wary One-"Directors wait- Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleeper, between Louisville,
ing for the clouds roll by, eh?"- litempthis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
Puck.
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
"Why do you carry a camera about
•
GEO.
C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
with you all the time?"
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
"Great scheme. VVIhen I approach
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. Q. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
a bunch of girls, the ugly ones run
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A. Chicago, Ill
and the pretty ones stay "-CleveC. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
land Leader.
Knicker-"Did he lock, the stable
door after the horse was gone?"
Socker--"Certainly; he was afraid
the horse might come back and he
would lose more money on him."New York Sun.
Tornmy-"Hurray! We're goin' to
move!"
Robby-How d'yer know?"
Tommy-"I throwed a brick. in th'
parlor an' knocked a big chunk o'
plaster off the wall an' ma siidn't
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
lick me."-Cleveland Leader.
/Mies. Heinks-"I wish you wouldn't EVER BEEN OF7ERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
be so positive. There are two sides
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDL.R TO MATCH
to every question."
Old Hunks (with a roar)-"Well. FOR THE
srALL SUIII OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLO.
tbat's no reason why you should al*
ways be on the wrong side!"-Chi RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE. SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
cairn Tribune.
She-"I wouldn't be surprised if the ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 154c PER SINGLE ROLL,
servant girl were listening at the keyOR 3 CENTS PER DOUHLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
hole."
He-"Nor I. That's a woman's DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roc, 15C, 20C
trick."
ViD UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
She-"Oh. indeed?"
That'
coarse.
it's
F
why
.113e--"Of
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT. INGRAINS
celled Eve's dropping."-Pinladelphia
Press.
DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND-EVERY CONSIEVNABLat Cut..
'Oh, hubby. deer, what do you
this'
, are the first words our baby OR AND LOVELY APFRINGZD BORDERS TO MATCH, ALL
will say?" gurgled Mrs. Matron.
"Well, if she takes after you, they COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECIS IN
wilt probably be. This is a nice time IAPAINBSE FIBRE, ALL COLORSTHE VERY LATEST DEto come home,'" said the brute.Portland Telegraph.
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE

Sornerliti, 1111., Oct.
3r.-Fred
In the circuit court yesterday Mary
Wlatts, a young man, about thirty, in
•tharge of the officers of Whitley W. Campbell fikd suit against Scott
county, was rushed into the Somerset Overton and others for collection of
jail at an early hour this morning $137.23 claimed due on a note defendto escape ,a mcili of 3on citizens of ant executed to plaintiff during July,
Stearns, who were determined to 1934, and which paper fell due in six
avenge an alleged triple attempt at months. In borrowing the money
Overton mortgaged to plaintiff a
assault by Watts
Watts was employed in a log camp piece of property on Campbell near
near Stearns, and had gone to a Ninth street, and plaintiff asks that
spring in a remote spot where he met this mortgage be foreclosed and judgMb's Waddle, a young married wo- ment given for the amount sued for.
man of that place, whom, it is charged, be seized and attempted to asHusband Gone.
smile. Her wild screams attracted a
Annie Smith instituted a suit for
neighbor, who ran to the scene with divorce against her husband, Willie
a gun just as Watts was making his Smith. They were married during
escape into the bushes. He was fired December, 1892, and plaintiff charges
on, but without effect.
that during September of two the
A few hours later Watts entered defendant abandoned her and- has
The home of Mrs. James Litton, and newr since returned. For this reaattempted, it Is claimed, to carry out son she wants the court to untie
their
his designs on Mrs. Litton, who amid marital knot.
loud screams managed to escape him
This seemed to infuriate 'Watts, who
Sued for Register.
seized the six-year-old girl of Mrs.
The
National
Cash Register comLitton, and was in the act of doing
pany
sued
Scott
Overton for $75
Vielence to the child when neighbors,
who had been aroused by the screams claimed due for a cash register plainSubscribe for The Register.
of the woman, rushed into the build- tiff solid defendant.
ing and captured him.
KATIE HAD GUN.
WAS WEARY OF LIFE.
The news sodn spread throughout
the town and vicinity, and a d terIt Coot Her Just Sso to Make Gun
mined mob, 300 strong, guthereciaThe Aged Man, Formerly River Captain,
Play at Bud Nance.
Suicides in Intianapolis.
officers, seeing the doom of their
prise:tier,'unless quick action was takKatie Shaw, white, was fined $5o
en, massaged to get him to the rail- Indianapolis, Ind, Oct. 31.-Tired and costs yesterday morning in the
road trade 'in a remote spot. soliere of living an inactive life and believing police court by Judge Sanders on the
/hey stopped a fast freight, bowled himself an ob-cacle in the path of charge of flourishing a revolver. She
it and rushed their prisoner to the others, James G. Wright, aged 85 il sind Bud Nance had a falling out, be-jail at this place. He will be taken years, committed suicide at the home l ing sweethearts, and in the alley hefrom beet oday to Wililia-msburg, of his son, J. M. Weight, Trot Ala- side the Tony Faust saloon on Broadand placed in jail there unless tits bama street, yesterday by firing a bul- f oray betweett First and Second, she
authorities there deem it hest to send let into his head.
'made a few gun plays at Nance.
hies elsewhere for safe keeping, Ex- For many years prior to the civil I A fine of $20 and co Cs was assessed
citement is high at Stearns, and had war Mr. Wright was a steamboat against John Woods on the charge
the officers not acted with cunning captain on the Ohio river, but retired of knocking James Crawford, colorand speed, Watts would have been about forty years ago and took up a eel in the head with a club. The morn
made short work. of.
less quiet life in the country, remov- ',ing after fast week's circus Woods,
ing to Madison, Ind., some years ago.'Crawford and others- were out on the
He was for several years vice presi- grounds where the show phryerl, pickL. & N. TRAIN DERAILED
dent of the Madison National hank. ing up bottles, etc. Ciawford started
-Five Persons Tnjured in a Wreck About a year ago Captain -Wright and to take some bottles belonging to
wife left Madison to make their borne Woodi' boys, and they got into thouNear Mobile.
Mobile, Ala., act. 31.--Southbound with thek son in thria city.
Crawford knocking the other in
Louisville & Nashville fast mail and
Mr. Wright was never contented the head.
passenger train No. 3, leaving Mobile in Indianapolic and in view of his I Will Stall, vxdorsal, was given a eon
at 3 o'elock this morning for New actions numerous statements made tintiance until tomorrow of the case
Orleans, was derailed in the yards recently by him let! his relatives to charging him with stealing two cows
of the company, twit miles south of believe that he had rontemplated sui- from Bud Elrod last week.
here, due to a mistake of signals and cide for a long time A widow, two
a switch being thrown.
suns and two daughters survive him.
Subscribe for The Register.

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE

FRAMES, WIN-

DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACES,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT

YOU RIGHT
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.

AND

.C.LEE

Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 bOU

ti iffIRD

MAIM,

ST

PADUCAH. Kis.

nut & co.

Subscribe for The Register

ABOUT THE PEOPLE 131 ARRESTS POPM WANTS Isessidaseigisiisesemiries!ft

For Autos and Carnage

Messrs. Campbell Flournoy and THAT NUM
BER MADE DURING
WANTED - Three agents; good
George C. Wallace have returned
OCTOBER BY THE POLICE
wages,. Call in afternoon, A. Wallace,
frotn Atlanta, Ga.
FORCE.
Ho Jackson street.
.President John Hardy, of the Hardy Buggy compeny, left last evening
FOR SALE-On North 'Sixth and
for Dalias, Tex., to attend the state
Horse and Buggy of Dick Callan Borl, one 4 and one
room house.
fair and to sell buggies
.•
Taken From Beside Hotel
Inquire 1018 Trimble street.
l4sses Elizabeth and Helen Dunn,
Laggmaraino.
of Sinithland, are visiting in the city.
FOR
RENT-Furnished
room
President W. H. Hiolcomb, of the
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
within three blocks of Fourth and f
Holcomb-Lobb Tie company, is here
from Chicago, visiting his local repThe nutnber of arrests made by Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
resentative, Manager James E. Bugg. the police department during the
FOR SALE-Several pieces of mat4. Jesse B. Moss, of _ Chritton, month of October that closed last
Miss., Min the city for a few days on night, was 131, and this is ocinsider- hogany library furniture, also hard
businesc. lie is nos.. manager of -a able of a decrease as compared with coal stove. Apply at 227 North
Ninth street.
the preceding month&
big lumber mill of that city.
.Lawyer W. V. Eaton is in JackThe arrests were made for the folFOR RENT-Two cottages; one
son, Tenn., on business.
lowing purposes: Drung, 9; robbery,
Miss Nettie Roder is visiting here
obtaining money ander fa/se piles 5 rooms, one 6 rooms; Modern con'
FOURTH AND JEFFERSON.
viencies. Adams street between Fifth
tenses, to; fugitive -from jtaitice,
Wednesday Morning
- , Nov.
19o5. from. Benton.- •
Engineer Henry Friz, of the I. C., flourishing a pistoLsz; grarxViaSceny, and Sixth. Apply on premises.
yesterday returned to Loutsvile after 3. breach of the peace, 55, isseach of
W(ANTED-Insurance, investment
attending court here.
ordinance, 6; horse 'Sealing, 4.earry;Mrs. Harry G. Tandy and child, of ing concealed weapons, 2; Obtaining and building and loan agents; high
Frankfort, 'Ky., returned home yester- board by false pretenses, i; malicious class propositions; good agents can
slay after a several weeks' visit here. tutting, 3; using insulting language, make $250 per month. The Standard
Miorris lathy left last night for i; drunk and disorderly, 3; immoral- Guaranty and Trust Co., Washington,
-A number of people yesterday
morning about to o'clock noticed a the south on a drumming trip, after ity, 4; sellirsg liquor without a license, D. C.
•
flitke'eir two of snow fall„ but it was spending several days here. He was 2; petty Larceny, 4; gambling, 8; malic
Money in Timber Lands.
not enough for the general public to formerly with Wallerstein brothers,, ious shooting, 1; suspect, 1; disorderFor two weeks only we offer a soc check
nçio anlesw watching elosely. The but now travels for a Louisville cloth- ly conduct, 4;
t; using
with every 25c sale on Slier
Fortunes have been made and can
profane language, a; false svrearing,
day was a itiainto and gloonry one and ing house.
Music.
randy be made today by buying Ar•Mrs. D. M. Hark-rater, of Ellis, Ilk, ts. total, 131.
last night was cool but clear.
,-The new building beside the Geo. is here attending the bedside of her • More arrests are made during the kansas rich river bottom lands, heavLangstaff home on Kentucky avenue mother, Mrs. Morth-a Burns, of South- wintet and fall months tharr for those ily covered with timber, at a nominal
.3,000 pieces at toe, worth 25c everywhere
.
near Seventh street, has been com- Third, who is not expected to live. of the. warm period, but October was price, holding the land for a few years
5$$ pieces at 'se, 2 for ascs These
and
then
sellin
'Miss
quite
the
g
fallin
timbe
Lotti
are some of the latest an
pleted and Miss Alice Compton has
g off, even when comr at twice best.
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MATERIAL.
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